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LAND USE INFORMATION AND AIR QUALITY PLANNING .
.	 f
- An example of environmental analysis using a pilot national land use
information system
/and.By Wallace E. Reedy"John E. Zewis2/	 E
j`
Abstract
The pilot national land use information system developed by the U.S.
Geological Survey in the Central Atlantic Regional Ecological Test Site
..
i
project has provided an improved technique for estimating emissions, `diffusion.
g
and impact Patterns of sulfur dioxide (SO2) and particulate matter.
E Implementation of plans to control air quality requires 	 .and use
_	 a
infc rmation, which, until this time, has been inadequate.	 The pilot system,
s
however, provided data for updating information on the sources of point and
3
area erissions of SO	 and particulate matter affecting the Norfolk-Portsmouth
4.^
area of Virginia for the 1971-72 winter (De .-Jan.-Feb.) and the annual 19.72 	 E
period, and for a future annual period---1985.
	
This emission information.is	 E
t
used as input to the Air Quality Display Model of the Environmental. 	 s
Protection Agency to obtain diffusion and impact patterns . for the three periods
previously mentioned.	 The results are:	 (l) During the 1971-72 winter,
estimated SO
2
 amounts over an area with a . SI--NE axis in the central Section
his
_ 	
..	
..    
 !
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INTRODUCTION
As a major step toward satisfying the nationwide -need for current,
i
i
3
comparable land use information, the U.S. Geological Survey. (USGS) has.
E
.
developed.a. pilot national land use information system in its Central Atlantic 1
Regional Ecological Test Site (CARETS) project.	 Among the many uses of the
F
f
system are antsapplications in evaluating air quality control strategies and
implementation programs. {
{	 tJ A majority of the States' air quality control implementation plans
 Burin	 1972 are Yii h1 	 dependent u on'emission 'control strategies.proposed	 g	 g	 y	 P	 P	 g a
Basic guidelines for preparing State air quality implementation programs
were established a.n the Clean Air Act . of 1970 (PL 90-604) as well : as in the i
Federal Registers, April 7 and August 14, 1971. 	 Effective consideration of
alternative quality control :strategies and implementation plans was.. seldom
feasible due to lack of time and inadequate land use information. 	 Necessary
land use information can
.
:
 now be provided by the pilot system.
•
This paper examines the relationship between land use and air quality
and identifies . the types of land use- information needed to evaluate air
quality control strategies.	 It also presents a description of land use
i information available from the pilot system, suggests applicatj;onfi of this.
information  to Norfolk area air quality planning, and recommends nationwide
applications of the pilot system.'
The data were collected during a study of the air quality in the 1Iorfolk--
-' Portsmouth, Virglnia; Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area.(SMSA) and-focuses..
on strategies . to control the effects of sulfur di.o.xide and . suspended particulates..
-
The Norfolk area was selected for. two primary -reasons. 	 First, the physical
.	
.
i
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Developing and evaluating air iiality control strategies depends on
identifying current and. anticipated relationships between patterns of land
use, amounts of air pollutants over other land uses, and the impact of
such concentration on these land uses.
Land use activities affect air quality by emitting manmade and natural
pollutants. These pollutants are dispersed by local, regional, and global
airflow and affect the health, safety, operating costs, and other characteristics
of all land use activities. The intensity of effect depends on the types of
chemical and physical impacts that pollutants may produce, on the degree to
which pollutants are concentrated in the air, and on the length of time a
given activity or process is exposed to pollutants. The concentration of
pollutants depends on the quantity emitted and on the location of emitting
sources relative to the direction and stability of airflows. Land surface
characteristics such as roughness, albedo, thermal diffusivity, amount of
water, and amount of transpiring surfaces in a given area influence the
meteorological conditions affecting the stability of airflows. Each of these
surface characteristics can be extensively modified by the activities or
processes conducted on and structures that occupy urban and rural land.
AIR QUALITY CONTROL STRATEGIES
Given the relationships between land use and airflows, one can employ
a number of strategies to achieve given levels of air quality. The
various perspectives from which strategies may be developed include:
i
U	 7
I. Focus on emission sources--Emission source control
1. Change in type of activity
2. Change in fuel and other process inputs
3. Installation of emission control devices
4. Change in timing of emission
5. Change in the spatial distribution of stationary and mobile
sources with respect to airflow and receptor locations
II.
	
	 on airflow-Airflow modification
I. Changes in surface roughness
2. Changes in surface albedo
3. Changes in transpiring surface area
4. Changes in local precipitation
III. Focus on receptor
1. Change in the activities affected by pollutants
2. Change in contact between air and receptor through structural
and air-conditioning modifications
3. Change in the timing of stationary and mobile receptor activities
to avoid periods of high concentration
4, Change in the spatial distribution of stationary and mobile
receptors
'j
J
,3
ia
1^	 S
1
Each of these strategies involves varying degrees of land use 	 a.
management and the need for land use information.
x
For further discussions of control strategies focused on urban areas
see Allan M. 'Voorhees and Associates and Ryckman, Edgerley, Tomlinson
and Associates, 1971; and Kennedy and others, 1971.
-
	
	
1
STRATEGY EVALUATION BY FEDERAL, AND STATE AGENCIES
r1
The Clean Air Act of 1970 and Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
action required State and local air quality planning agencies to identify
air quality control regions, to select pollutant control strategies, and
to develop implementation plans by early 1972 (PL 90-604 and Federal
Registers, April 7 and August 14, 1971). Because of time and cost
constraints, most planning agencies could not assemble the types of land
use information needed to evaluate fully the range of strategies that
might have been applied in each region. Therefore, EPA most frequently
encouraged the Collection of land use information suitable for identifying
regions with similar air quality control problems and suitable for analyzing
strategies focused on emission source controls.
The strategy of controlling emissions at their source required land
use information to identify sources and was in line with the goal of
reducing total nationwide emissions regardless of the spatial distribution
of sources. Furthermore, given the types of sources and the political
realities facing planners in most . air quality control regions, emission
source control strategies appeared to be the easiest to implement. Because
the Federal Government is attempting to control mobile emission sources,
local and State action could be directed toward controlling point and area
1	 __ L	 !	 I	 I	 I__--- 1___ 1	 ,
C.
t.1
C
9	 {
emission sources, the cost of which appeared to be less than the cost of
reorganizing land use patterns or changing the timing of activities or
processes emitting or receiving pollution.
In the absence of more detailed land use information,.emission source
control strategies appeared to be most effective in achieving primary.and
secondary air quality standards without inhibiting growth in each control 	 1 ^
region. Based on this strategy, regional implementation plans were
E	
-
developed that called for rollback procedures or proportional . reductions in.
regional emissions (Federal Register, August lit, 1971, and U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency, 1970).
Although the emission source strategy is reasonable, strategies
focused on land use management., as yet unevaluated, might be more effective,
either individually or in combination with adopted emission source control
strategies, in specific air quality control regions. EPA's current program
of planning for Air Quality Maintenance Areas calls for the refinement of
existing strategies and plans and the evaluation of alternative strategies.
Information adequate for this planning and testing of alternatives
is becoming available. Specifically, the pilot national land use information
system developed by the USGS is designed to supply current, comparable
land use information that can easily be related to the emission, receptor,
and airflow characteristics of local, regional, or nationwide.areas.
Detailed meteorological data for air quality control regions-are available
from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. Air quality
sampling networks are operating or being established in each control region.
Where these sampling programs are not yet adequate and where adequate
	 ^
10
meteorological and land use data exist, 'models for estimating pollutant
diffusion and concentration can be used to evaluate planning strategies
related to land use.
LAND USE INFORMATION NEEDED FOR COMPREHENSIVE AIR QUALITY PLANNING
Comprehensive.-air quality plans should evaluate the short-- = and long--
.
term physical aad:social :impacts of.a range of. strategies. along . with their
potential_for implementation.	 The types of land use information. needed
for comprehensive plans.inc'lude:
1..	 Activity location .--For each type of process or fuel consumed,
the current and anticipated location of stationary and . mobile
activities emitting and receiving pollutants.
2.	 Activity behavior..-.--Fox each type of pollu.tant',.the timing and
u
intensity of emissions or reception.
3.
	
Activity_'phy.sical characteristics ,.--The geometry, albedo, . and
-
surface material of the area and the region's activities and
f
processes affecting local airflows:
These types of land use information are essential for developing
detailed emission inventories, for analyzing . airf low patterns, for
evaluating probable impact on receptor activities, for identifying locations
1
for air.quality. sampling. stations, and for improving the calibration of
3
models used to estimate pollutant diffusion.	 Much of this land use
information can be directly provided or easily estimated using : the pilaf
national land use information : system. ^
LAND USE INFORMATION FROM THE PILOT LAND USE INFORMATION SYSTEM
i
a
The pilot national land use information system used in this study
consists of a series. of...experimental activities undertaken by the USGS for f
toe purpose of establishing a coordinated Federal--State program for the
_
IE
i
standardization and exchange of land use data. 	 These activities consist
3
of interpreting; land use data from remotely sensed ,imagery provided by N'ASA's
Aircraft and.Earth Resources Satellite Programs, organizing .these data into
specific types of information, and providing this information in.statistical
and : graphical : formats to cooperating'. State, regional; . and.private.users:
! with responsibilities for land use planning and management.	 Components andC.
activities in the system are being`developed:and tested in a series of
' urban and regional demonstration projects, one of which is the Central Atlantic
Regi.onal.Ecol.ogical Test Site (CARETS),.which includes the Norfalk--Portsmouth
area of Virginia (figure 1). 	 Assuming that these demonstration projects
.. and associated research efforts are.successtul; the activities in.the`pil.ot
information system will be extended nationwide and established as a regular 1
USGS function.
E
LAND USE CLASSIFICATION SCHEME FORMULATED.BY
 THE U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
To be of maximum effectvuness to users; the pilot system records
1r
land use data in categories directly related to a range of land management`
e
decisions or in categories from which estimates of such data can easily
be made.	 The USGS land use classification scheme (Anderson and others, 1972)
is represented by Levels I and IT in table 1.	 In this table; Levels I TI and IV
j A	 '
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T ybLe 1--band use classification schelne for use with remote. y sensed data
Level I Level II Level III
1	 Urban and 11 Residential 111 High-density
buiii	 np residential
12 Coimnercial and 112 Medium-density
services residential
13 Tndustr.ial 113 Low-density
is residential
14 Extractive 1. 1_4 Residential
rr,nstrucLiun
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Table l-°-Continued
Level I Level II	 Level III Level IV
4 Forest land 41 Deciduous
i
42 Evergreen
(coniferous and
other) a
43 Mixed
5 Water 51 Streams and
waterways
52 Lakes
53 Reservoirs
54. Bays and
estuaries
55 Other
1
6 Nonforested 61 Vegetated
wetlands
62 Bare
7 Barren land 71 Salt flats
l
72 Beaches
i
73 Sand other than _,z
beaches
74 Bare exposed rock `x
75 Other
8 Tundra 81 Tundra
9; Permanent snow 91 Permanent snow and ice: fields
and ice fields
J
§^
^;	 s
provide an example of how the basic pilot system taxi be further detailed to
meet the needs of various users, in this case, those of air quality planners.
The land use system is organized to derive Level I information primarily
from satellite data.	 This level is intended for the most general levels of
land use analysis an"' decsionmaking.	 Level II is intended to be derived i
from satellite and high-alti tads aircraft dssa ar^u can be used for decisions
requiring increasingly detailed information. 	 Successively more detailed
levels of classification of land use . and land cover (Levels III and IV of table a
[y,
l} can be provided by State and local user agencies for local air quality
1
evaluation and planning. 	 Such planning usually requires more information on
urban and agricultural activities than can be provided directly by Level. TT
" data.	 Many other Level. I and II categories such as information on water and 3
bare land activities can be used effectively as provided by the systems.
The example Level III and IV categories are suggested classifications related.
to specific activities or processes (industry by Standard Industrial Code,
" agriculture	 by crop type, construction affecting each type of Level-III
activity) fr..om which emissions or receptor impact can be estimated. 	 These.
categories r, an. also be used to identify three-dimensional profiles..of structures 3
and materials . for various land uses. that may affect airflow. 	 Each of these
categories could be measured uniformly nationwide, or modified for the specific
urban and rural characteristics of .various.EPA.adminis.trative o.r.,contr.ol..,.
i
regions. f
t	
) Measurement Detail. and Accuracy a
The.dat:a used in. this,report.were developed 	high--altitude aerial ;...
4
F photography and were mapped onto a controlled . photomosaic base at a scale i
A.
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of .. 1:100, 000. 	 Land uses covering an area of not less than 4 ha or approximately
10 acres can be effectively interpreted at this scale at Level T and IZ. j
This degree of detail insures the rapid assembly of data . .useful.to a.wide
range of Federal and State users.	 As higher resolution information becomes
available, land use data detailed to 0.04 ha (0.1 acre) or less will.be E
possible and will be of considerable use in the evaluation of metropolitan
area air . quality characteristics.:
Figure 2 shows a portion of a controlled photomosaic covering the
Norfolk; Virginia, area,: and..figuse 3 shows the same area as mapped at Level I.
i
and Level 11.
Experiments are proceeding to determine the levels of accuracy needed..
a
by various users.	 With EPA and State--sponsored registration systems to identify
t
the principal emission sources,. air duality; evaluators might be able to {'.
accept levels of error in land use areal measurement of 5 percent or greater }
in favor of rapid , complete .
 regional coverage and frequentupdating of area
measurements indicating land use change..
Polygon Record ug System.
In the pilot system land use data arere ared for".com cater manipulationp	 p	 p	 P
by converting the boundaries. of the individual land use . units (known as
i	 polygons) into digital form.
	 In this form a wide variety of computations can
be made: :upon the data:	 For:
 example, computations for percentage of total
area'fox "particular land use categories can be calculated easily for specific j
census tracts, jurisdictions, or other: enumeration areas such as grid patterns
established for airollutant emission. estimating.
 g
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User Products
After the data have been digitized and stored in computer-readable
form, various types of information can be derived. Tables of area,
perimeter, rate of change and other.characteristics of land use type can be
prepared for any jurisdiction requested. In addition to tabular :output,
graphical information can be provided or, if needed, the original remotely
sensed records.
By the end of 1973, land use information to a minimum mapping unit size
of 4 ha was available for the entire CARETS area through the Geography Program
	 l
of the U.S. Geological Survey, Department of the Interior, Reston, Virginia.
The pilot land use system will probably be compatible with other 	
a
1
developing State and Federal land use information systems. For example; EPA
anticipates the early completion of a nationwide information system to
monitor the location and change in major point and area emission sources. This
National Emission Data System (NEDS) will identify by Universal Transverse 	 -.
Mercator (UTM) coordinates of all point sources emitting more than 100 tons
annually of any of the five major pollutants along with any other high--emission
f.	 sources (Federal Registers, April 7 and August 14, 1971). Area and mobile 	 a
source emission contributions will be monitored by county on the basis of fuel 	 a
purchases. To check the accuracy of its urban and industrial land use identifica-
tion procedures, users of the USGS national land use information system could
query NEDS. Alternatively, to refine countywide emissions to more detailed
areal units, land use data compiled to a minimum areal unit of 4 ha could 	 Y '
{.	 easily be used.
20
When fully operational,. the. USGS , national land use system . W-11 provide
a useful 'source of land use information for air quality control analysis. The
evaluation . of air quality control .strategies for the Norfolk-Portsmouth
SMSA presented in this report provides a clear example of the type of use
expected of the information products to be prepared by such a system..
LAND USE INFORMATION FOR AIR QUALITY PLANNING IN THE NORFOLK:PORTSNOUTH
STANDARD 14ETROPCLITAN STATISTICAL AREA 	 3
The land use, geographic setting, and air pollution characteristics of
the Norfolk-Portsmouth SMSA, which includes the cities of Norfolk, Portsmouth,
Chesapeake, and Virginia Beach, present a site and air quality planning
problem similar to many east coast and midwestern metropolitan areas. Air
quality planning for this major segment of Virginia's Air Quality Control
Region VI indicates how information from the pilot national land use information
system can be used at regional, State and national scales. Virginia Air
Quality Control Region VI includes both the 1470 Norfolk-Portsmouth SMSA, and
the industrial area of Newport News and Hampton, separated from Norfolk by 	 I
Hampton Roads, the broad estuary at the mouth of the James River (Commonwealth
of Virginia, 1972a).
1
The Norfolk area is located on the coastal plain of Virginia at the mouth
of the Chesapeake Bay and contains the only stretch of ocean frontage which is
easily accessible to much of central Virginia and northern North Carolina 	 s
(figure 1). The area's economy and land use reflect strong and rapidly growing
industrial, commercial, transportational, institutional, recreational, and
residential components.
9yy
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Geographic characteristics that influence the area's airflows and
pollutaTit dispersion are a nearly flat topographic surface, extensive
water surface in wetlands, rivers, and estuaries, proximity to the
open Atlantic Ocean, and an extensive mixture of agriculture and forest
j,	 lands .
Primary activities in the Norfolk area include the base of naval
operations for the Atlantic Fleet, shipbuilding and repair, coal and
grain exporting, general shipping, chemical and fertilizer manufacturing,
wholesaling to surrounding eastern Virginia and North Carolina,
truck farming and fishing, and tourism focused on the area's ocean
beaches, estuarine waterfront, and wetlands. The processing, power generation,
heating, and transportation associated with each of these activities are
the primary contributors to Norfolk area air pollution. The area's strong
economy and attractive setting for retirement have resulted in extensive
residential development and a concomitant increase in area source contributions
to pollution from space heating and automobiles. Sulfur dioxide and suspended
particulates are the primary Norfolk area pollutants because of the types
of fuel oil used for heating and power generation in the area, the.large
i
I^
a
Ci
amounts of sulfur used in producing fertilizer and other area manfacturing
processes, the patterns of traffic flow, the large construction projects
underway throughout the area, the age of many of the area manufacturing
facilities, and the processing technologies
two pollutants are the focus of this study c
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LAND USE INFORMATION USED FOR THE INITIAL NORFOLK AREA
CONTROL STRATEGY AND IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
While developing its sulfur dioxide and suspended particulate control
strategy and implementation plan for the Norfolk-Portsmouth SMSA, the
Virginia Air Pollution Control Board had little time and money for collecting
a wide range of land use and geographic information on the area (Commonwealth
of Virginia, 1972a). In selecting its strategy, the board followed procedures
recommended by EPA(Ozolins and others,1966; Duprey, 1968; U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency, 1970). These procedures rely on the availability of Land use
information adequate for identifying the location of general areas and
specific points having different activities and pollutant emission
characteristics. Having identified the configuration of area and point
sources, they estimated annual and seasonal emissions to identify regions
for air quality control planning. From estimated total levels of regional
emissions, the Air Pollution Control Board designed a specific emission
reduction strategy focused on controlling point and area sources to bring
the region within primary and secondary air quality standards without
inhibiting the region's growth.
Available Land Use Information
To develop its Norfolk area control strategy, the Virginia Air Pollution
Control Board had access to the following land use information: The 1965
Southeastern Virginia Planning District Commission regional land use map;
U.S. Geological Survey 1:24,000-scale topographic maps; various highway
and city maps; low--altitude black and white aerial photos; and directories
1..
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of commercial, industrial and other activities (Southeastern Virginia
Planning District Commission, 1969). This land use information was of
differing accuracy, scale, and date, and considerable. time and cost were
required to recompile the information- at a uniform scale and in . categories.
suitable for air quality planning.
Estimating the Initial Emission Inventory
In preparing its.initial inventory of sulfur dioxide and particulate .
emissions in the Norfolk area, the Air Pollution. Control Board `used `the
land use information to determine the location of large point emission
ram:	 sources and to construct the grid system in figure 4 identifying areas
having relatively homogeneous types and densities of activities.
The cells of the grid pattern constructed by the board seldom coincided
in size and shape with the areas of usage designated on available land use
maps. Thus, land use densities for each grid often had to be interpolated.
To estimate area emissions for residential land use, the percent of each
1970 U.S. Census enumeration district contained in each cell was estimated,
and that percentage of the district's population was assigned to the cell.
Traffic counts supplied by State and Federal agencies indicated the highway,
airline, rail and shipping traffic densities for each cell. Using the
previously mentioned :information and data on total local fuel purchases
and materials used in different types of manufacturing, the board estimated
the total area emissions of sulfur dioxide and particulates for the 1971
annual, winter, and summer periods. Quantities of point source emissions
for annual and seasonal periods were reported by various firms and institutions,
or emissions amounts were estimated from the timing of operations, magnitude,
and . type of activity at the source.
3
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EVALUATING AND REFINING STRATEGIES FOR.THE NORFOLK AREA 	 +
Selection of Initial Control. Strategy	 {
When preparing its plan, the board had little time for detailed
evaluation of the-spatial distribution of housing and other lane uses
that emit or receive air pollutants. Nor could it sample or estimate
pollutant diffusion patterns in the :area:. Rather, it compared the initially
estimated annual total Norfolk area emission inventory to national and
State primary and secondary standards for levels of sulfur dioxide and
particulates. The board then designed an areawide emissions reduction	 F
strategy and an air quality sampling program. The strategy and program
focused mainly on controlling local point sources and on anticipating the
local impact of the nationwide auto--emission controls (Commonwealth of
Virginia, 1972a).
Evaluating this Strategy
The Air Pollution Control. Board recognized that it could make
considerable improvement in the initial inventory. Since July 1972,
collection of point source information has been improved by the institution
of a mandatory registration and permit program (Commonwealth of Virginia,
1972b). This program requires that all large sources emitting pollutants
provide detailed information on types of pollutants, levels of pollution,
hours of operation, and physical conditions that affect emission levels
and diffusion, such as stack height, pollutant exit velocities, and temperatures.
Data collection programs related to residential space heating and other
area source.emissions are not. as detailed.. To evaluate currently adopted and
7alternative strategies for controlling sulfur dioxide and suspended
particulates in the Norfolk area, specific types of land use and airflow
information
	
are needed to supplement these improved emissions data.. 	 This
information "includes the location of activities emitting these pollutants;
the level and timing of their emission; the pattern of their diffusion and
i-
concentration over receptor land uses; and the impact of such concentration .
on these land. uses. 	 This information should. be available for both current
and future periods.
i Much of the..land use information needed to update and improve the
area source emission inventory and to evaluate alternative air quality
control strategies for the Norfolk area. is available .from the pilot national.
.`i land use information system.	 The	 CARETS project has produced Norfolk area
land use information '.interpreter):at Levels I and 11 at a 4-ha (approximately
i 10 acres) minimum mapping unit size. 	 The CARETS project supplied to the
Air Pollution.Contro'l Board maps of these data at a scale of 1:100,000
for 1959 and 1970, and a similarly scaled UTM-gridded photomosaie of the
area.
The 1970 Level. II land use plot was overlaid with the area source
emission estimating grid cell system previously established by the board (see
r
figure 4).	 For each grid cell the area and percentage of different Level
II land uses were calculated.	 Experience gained in developing,the..earlier
area source emissions inventory indicated that differentiation of Norfolk
1
7
area residential land use (Level 11) into a more..de .tailed Level III
classification of low-, madium--, and high--density residential areas would
i
provide a more useful base for area source.. estimates.
	
Areas.of differing
density were identified from Southeastern Virginia Planning Districc
Commission records, plans, and standards.	 Their locations were plotted
27
an the Level II map. 	 Level III residential areas were calculated and
a included in the .and use area statistics for each grid cell.	 The percentage, 3
-	 i
of land use fo.r val:ious cells (table 2).provides an . example of the type.of
i tabular data that can be generated by the pilot national land use information
system."
The initial emission source inventory indicated that a map of a ^. i
selected set of .Level. I, II,. and IIT.:land uses would effectively emphasize
0
{y the spatial relationship between emitter and receptor land uses and could
highlight the .problems of selecting particular control strategies.
	 Figure
i
5 displays the Norfolk--Portsmouth SMSA pattern of residential., commercial/
E
- business, watar . a-ad other land uses.	 This figure was prepared from the
f Level 1, 11, and III plots and was overlaid with local jurrisu-,;tional
boundaries along wit- the board's original area source emission estimating
grid cell system (figure 4).
I
Land Use and Emission Estimates
E
Area Sources
c
The pattern of variously size- area source emission estimating grid
cells established by the board encompasses similar densities and types of
2	 2	
-
land use (figure 5).
	 The 25--km	 and 100-km	 cells to the east and south
^	 a
r
r
E
of Norfolk and Portsmouth, however, are less diversified than the smaller
' cells covering the central cities.
s
i
The detailed Level II and III land use map was used to verify the
concentration of housing and other activities on which,the board based its
r
initial estimate of area emissions.
	 Where densities of .land use appeared
_
s, to be underestimated or overestimated, adjustments . for the area "mission
values in these cells were made and later confirmed by officials of:the
^	
i
2 f
Table 2..--Example of land use statistics based on pilot national land use
informations stem
[Percentage of selected 1970 bevel. 1, II and III land use in the. Norfolk ^
Portsmouth SMSA by area emission source grid cells (see' figure 4). " A11
class codes keyed to classification in table I. PC area _ percentage of
ell area: in'above land:use class...	 Area is in. square kilomet=es. S
Cell 49 Class ... 15 12	 _54
Area 6-25 PC"Area 15 05 80:.
Cell 50 Class. 15 : 15 54. 112
Area 6.25 PC Area 05 05 85 05
" Cell 5l Glass 1I1. 19	 :', 5
Area 6.25 PC Area 25 10 65
Cell 52. Class 12 16	
- ill 54
_ Area 6.25 PC Area 05 0:: 15; 77'
'. Cell 54 C? ^ s 42, 12 ° 15 5 4:.:
Area 6.25 PC Area 03 20 17 60
"
Cell 55 Class 54 16 ill. 19 15
Area 6 .25 PC Area.` 05. 30 05.. .35 25	
.
Cell' 56 Class 54 16 15- 53 112
Area 6.25 PC Area 10 35 25 05 25
` Cell, 57 Glass 54 12 16 19ti Area 6.25 PC Area 05 05 05 15 70.
¢ Cell 58 Class 54 112
Area 6.25 PC Area 64 40
.' Cell 59 Class 12.'	 .111 54
Area 6.25 PC Area
...
05 15. 80
Cell 60 Class 54.. 52 112 1
y
5 19"	
.
-Area 25 : Qo PC. Areas . 60 TO 05 ,.. 20 .....:	 D5
'
a
e- i
r Cell 61 Class 54- 74 112 12, 42 19 15
Area 25.00 PC Area 82 05 05 03 02 02 01 #	
A
Cell 62 Class 54, 41 112 74 16 19 i5
Area 25.00 PC Area 60 22 '07 ;03 05 02 01
F.
,.
Cell
63. Class-	 `.. :	 54: ,19 12: 16 15 13
Area 6:25 PG Area 66." 08 18`.: 02 03: 03
Cell 64 Class 112 54	 ". 12 19 16'
Area . 6.15 : PC :Area' ....	 55. 15: ".: 16 :.:G6
Cell . 65 - Class 54_ 15 12 16 112 19
Area 6.25 PC Area 04 08 18 22 36 12
E Cell 66 Class 112 52 15 12
Area 6.25 PC Area 70. 04 04 22
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Virginia Air 'Pollution Control Boerd., Region VI In :the course of this
checking, it was found that some values that the initial inventory attributed.
to area emission sources should, have been assigned to point sources:
In addition, by overlaying the jurisdictionalboundary information provided
by the land use information'system, researchers could identify and correct
discrepancies in jurisdictional boundaries occurring on the b.oarI's maps.
From updated land use analysis and changes in I-raffic patterns, an
annual 1972 and:rnter 1971-•72 emissions inventory was developed. 	 This k
inventory, in tons per day, is presented in table 3.
Figure 6 indicates the centroid of each cells area source emission.
In developing air quality sampling programs and estimating pollutant
diffusion, working with this centroid of activities is much more useful	 j
' than dealing with the geographic center of each cell, especially for the
i larger cells in the Norfolk area where urban activities contributing; most
" to area emissions are seldom located in the geographic center of a cell..
i Point Sources
r
Of the major point emission sources identified in the board's initial
x
emissions source inventory, many had closed down or substantially reduced	 1
their emissions by 1972.	 The initial inventory of point sources was
located on the Level 11 land use map . and their current annual levels of
emission were.verified..from.August 1972 hoard registration : records.	 Other
_
industri.al.,_extractive,, transportational, and , institutional uses identified
in the board's-registration program were located on .the Level 1l,land use
map, and the board's staff identified those with the greatest levels-.of ,	-'
f
emissions:.	 In. this way:, 44 :point sources having high levels of "emission. or..
emissions that: had persisted over :gong periods were iden.ti:fied. as the most
significant to the areas air quality and were included .in the updated .point
-source emissions inventory,.(figure 6 and table 3),b.
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Table 3.--continued
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9999	 1	 138	 1	 0 1	 405.0	 1	 4C67.2	 1 100.0	 ]	 .04	 1	 .a3	 1 0.0	 1	 0.0	 1	 0.0	 1	 0.0 I
1	 1	 124	 1..9999	 ]	 1C9	 1	 e 1	 415.G	 1	 4065.0	 1 100.0	 1	 .03	 l	 .92	 1 0.0	 1	 G.0_-.I	 a.a	 I	 O.0 - ]
1	 125	 1	 9999	 1	 146	 1	 0 1	 378.0	 1	 4067.5	 1 400.0	 1	 0.0G	 l	 .01	 1 0.0	 )	 0.0	 1	 0.0	 1	 0.0 1
I	 ..	 12fi_	 .1_9999	 1	 147	 ]	 -1 1	 391.6	 1	 4054.7	 1 409.0	 1	 .04	 l	 .05	 1 0.a	 I	 -a"	 --I	 a..:	 1.	 O.u....] _
I	 127	 1	 9999	 1	 148	 1	 0 1	 409.3	 1	 4056.2	 1 400.0	 1	 0.00	 1	 .01	 1 0.0	 1	 0.0	 1	 000	 1	 0.0 1
rrrrrrrr • rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrwrrrrrrr^wrwrwrrrrrrwwrwwrwwwrrwwwwrrrrwwrwrrrrrrrrrwrwwrtrrrrww^ • wrrtrwrwwwwwrrrwwrrwrtr
- --
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Table 3.--continued
REGICNI NORFOLK AREA (DJ =)
	:)ATct 5 OGTObER, 1912
rrrrAr A r, r r o4 it r Ar Ar to Fe ro r r it rA to r if to rrA A r rA A A it r r r r r r it A a r r it r r r r r i, rr AA if  rrb r if  r r r Ar rr • r0Arrrr r r it r& r• r r r rr, r r r r r or* r r OrrrrrrO b rAr r rrr
- ]--	 -'^ ] SruRcr DATA
]rrrrAr+• rrrrr rrr• rrrrrrr• rr• r• r• rr• rrrrr• r• rr• rrrrrrrrrrrr rrrr• rrrrr• r• rrrrr• rr• 0rr rrit,# 0r• r• .• 1 -rrr• rrrrrrr rr r rornrrrrrrrrr- r r.•rrrrrr•rr• A rrrrrrr rrr ]
co_ 1 SOURCE l 5 L _. 1 SI LE.J-J'ROC....1 .SOURCE I^QL A I I N 1 -501,713&E	 1 I.Ml- RATE 1 STACK 1 $TACIS EXIT 7 ExIT ]
1 NUMBER 1 CODE ] CODE I CODE 3 (KILO M ETERS) 1 AREA	 I (TOr; / -)AY1 1 HEIGHT 1 DIAMETER I VELOCITY i TEMP 1
1 J I 1 ] 1 HDRIZ VERT 1 (S0	 KM)	 1 502 PART 1 WETER^iI 1 (METERS) 1 (M/SEC) ] (DEG	 K) 1
]rrrArArr ]rrrrr• :• ] rrrrArl, • rrrr. ] Fero rrrrr.• r.-rrrrrrA]rrrr a rr• :• o1rr^^Ar• rr• rr• -:• :• r:• ^AArr 7Arrr• rrrrr• rl rrrrrrr»rr lr•^• rr- rrArrr 1 rrrrArrrr ]
1 l ] ] ] 7 7 ] ] ] 1 ] 1 ]
1 1 1 50 1 99 1 4 1 384.0 1 4C90.0 1 .;.0	 ] .12 ] .51 1 35.;; 1 4.J 1 34.3 3 45G.i, 1
1 2 1 -- -M-- 10A --- - __4_ -1-.U2-Z__.j 4n83sIL 1 J. fl- -1 .. 41s 9.9_-L _- 3.14 1 35.0 ] 4 3 I30.c J^ 450.0 J
1 3 1 54 1 101 1 4 1 382.6 1 4G86.0 1 3.6	 1 1.18 1 .09 1 10.0 1 -6. -6.0 1 -0.0 1
1 1 4 1 55 1 102 1 4 1 382.5 1 4088.2 1 0.0	 1 .19 1 .A5 1 50.G 1 1.0 1 7.0 1 370.E 7
1 5) 60 1 103 1 4 1 396.3 1 4086.5 1 G.0	 1 4.00 1 .78 1 iG.) 1 - ^.0 1 - 0.0 1 -G.0 I
1 6 7 TT 1 1114 l 1 1 393.G 14C84.'• I 0.G	 1 .45 1 .34 E 1G.. ] -C.0 I - J.0 7 -G.J 1
1 7 1 69 1 105 1 4 1 410.0 1 4087.0 l 0.6	 ] .46 3 1J9 iL.G I -u.0 1 -0.6 1 -6.0 ]
--_---L. _ AL_I -ZL-1_-l06--.L- 4- ] 377. 0 1 k-CLbas C I _1^0	 1 BZ.. 1 .16 1 1^._0 1 -- i-& 	 I	 -0 , G 1 _ -0. 3 ]
] 9 1 74 1 107 1 7 ] 382.8 1 4.82.6 1 0..:	 1 .16 1 1.49 1 10.3 ] -6.0 I -G.0 I -G.0 )
1 ] 10 1 85 1 109 1 4 I 3b4.5 1 4081.2 1 U.D	 1 .02 1 .ul 1 10.0 1 - 3.0 3 - s -,Q_._ 1 -010. 1
1 11 3 87 1 110 1 4 1 388.8 1 4082.3 3 0.0	 1 .02 3 .11 1 SG.0 1 - G.0 1 - 0.0 1 -o.;, 1
I 12 1 98 1 112 1 5 3 384.9 1 4079 .2 1 J.0	 ] .0b 1 .5G 1 4G.3 1 2.0 ] 3,-.	 . 1 6C6. ,w . 1 . -
1 1 13 1 99 1 113 1 4 1 383.6 1 4079.7 1 0.0	 1 .07 ) .04 I 15.6 3 1.J I 10.0 I 4CJ.c 1
J-k^  -L 30.3.6 1.--4 a7 8. L-2 13_.1. _...Z2 .1 _	 .	 20.0 I_ -3. 0 ) _ - -IL-0 1 -0.j I	 -
1 15 1 100 1 115 1 7 1 385.2 1 4 . 76.8 1 0.4	 3 .05 1 .50 1 10.0 1 -1;.0 1 -J.6 I -J.0 1
1 1 16 1 101 1 117 1 4 1 368. y ) 4G79.1 1 0.0	 1 .05 3 5.JG 1 1J.G 1 2.G ] 6.6 I 406.01
1 17 1 101 1 118 1 4 1 389.1 1 4-78.8 1 0.D	 I .t3 1 .JS ] Suu".G 1 .0 1 -0.0 I - O.G }
1 10 1 103 1 119 1 4 1 394.9 1 4076.9 1 0-G	 1 .07 1 2.31 1 10.: I -0.6 j . - 0...0 ] -..---
! ] 19 1 103 1 120 1 4 1 397.4 1 4077.5 1 1).E.	 1 .81 3 4.84 ] 10.0 1 2.0 1 4.0 1 340.6 I
---^ 20
	 1 3^^,-L__ ..1_ .3-8_5-tA -4AZ-6-..9 13^__ ]-_ 9	 (10-_1--- -.._-.^.5 > 10-0 -1 -	 -0.2.6 _ - 0.6 ] ^ c 3
1 21 1 111 1 1?.'1 1 4) 386.3 3 4077.2 ) u.D	 1 .II3 1 J.Jj 1 10.6 1 -J.0 1 -3.0 1 -G.;. 3
3 l 22 1 112 1. 123 1 4 1 388.7 1 4[77.0 I D.c	 3 .14 l .17 I 10-u 1 J-J ] J.6	 __) O..0 ).
1 23 ] 112 1 124 1 7 ) 388.8 ] 4C76.4 I a.L	 1 .02 1 .22 1 1D.. 1 -C.0 ] -0.0 l -G.3 3
7 24 1 112 ) 125 1 5 I 388.7 ] 4;,76.7 1 0.G	 1 6.06 1 .69 1 10.0 1 -6.0 1 -J. J- 1 -G.a_..L. _	 _.-	 ...	 .
3 1 25 1 117 1 126 ] 5 1 383.6 1 4074.2 ) 0.0	 1 .23 1 .37 1 iG.z 1 -G.0 1 -J.0 1 -0.0 )
1	 2x-1__117 I 12751-3..@2-,-ZJ,_._..4.0j5,&_I------.a-FA 0.G - 1 -^^1_-. l -J•0 1 --010_ 1
1 27 1 ill 1 128 1 5 1 384.3 ) 4[74.3 1 0.6	 l .27 1 1.23 1 15.1, 1 1.0 3 6.0 1 350.6 1
1 26 1 1.05 l 129 1 5 1 410.2 1 4177.2 1 0.0	 1 .53 1 1J.Ju 1 3.6 1 1.0 3 6.0	 -- ) -35V.17 A_^_.__
1 29 1 109 1 130 1 7 1 381.2 ) 4676.? I 0.L	 1 .10 ] .96 1 10.1: 1 -G.. 1 -0.0 1 -G.6 1
1 30 1 110.) 131 3 5 1 384.4 J 4375.0 1 a.G	 1 .05 1 .'39 1 10.0 1 -0.0 1 - u . 0
] 31 1 111 1 132 1 5 3 386.0 1 4;.75.1 ] D.C.	 ] .4G 1 .03 1 lu.J 1 1 -0.J 1 -U.0 I
_ ] 12--1_-_ 115 1	 139A ----I I 385,E I 4CZ4,9_3  ^TL._ _1 48	 1 ._1 1 G. G 1 4_.0.	 .j __ - 0 - 0 1 - u. G I
] 33 1 123 1 135 1 4 1 408.. ) 407,4.0 1 3.0	 1 4.82 1 .311 1 10.0 3 ^0.G 1 - 3 . u I -;+6 1
f	 _ ] 34 1 124 1 .136 1 4 1 414.4 1 4071.6 1 U.6	 1 2.5x7 1 .19 1 10.0 ) -0.0 1 -0.0 1 -0.6 L...
1 35 1 128 1 137 1 5 ) 384.7 ) 4570.5 1 6.6	 1 1.IJ 1 1.45 1 1C.:. 1 -3.J 1 - J.0 J - G.. )
36 1 128 J 139 1 5 1 384.5 1 4070.1 1 0.0	 1 .01 7 .32 1 25.3 1 1.0 1 5.; 1 36039E-I _
1 37 1 128 3 140 1 4 1 384.3 1 4071.4 1 0.0	 1 .87 1 .J5 1 13.0 ] -L.0 1 -3.0 1 -0.3 I
^- - 38 I 128 .2,141_1_ -^` _1- 3845 . .i.4Ja?fl, _..1- 1_  ^fl-1_ 10.0. J -u,1Z 1 _ ...- J.G 1 -J.0 J
1 39 3 135 1 142 1 4 1 372.4 1 4063.5 1 0.0	 1 -?9 1 .33 1 10.0 1 -0.6 1 -0.10 I -G.L I
1 44. 1 128 1 144 1 4 ] 383.0 1 4072-n 1 0.0	 1 .03 1 .13 I 10.G I -i.0 ] - 0 . G I -7.0.y_.J_.__
3 3 3 1 ) I l 1 I I I I I 1	 vs
0 r it 	 r r r AA r r r it it 	 A rrA 0 r r r r ,• r• rr rr r• r r to r 0 r r r r 0 0 r r A 0 r r 0 .• r r r A it it 	 r it r to r it A A A 0 r• r r r r rr r r r r r r-1-	 .4itr rr » r r et r AA A it r r r r r& to 	 r f it r rr ArfOr we• 1►r _	 -_ -
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)	 Table 3.--continued
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1	 REGIONI NORFCLK AREA (DJF)	 DATEI 5 OCTOBER, 1972
	
rn
---	 rrrwrrrrwrwwrrwrwrrrrrwwwwwwrrwrrrrwrrrrrrwwrrrrwwwwrrrrrrrrrrrrw+wrrrrrrrrrrrrsrrrrrrrrrwrrrrrrrrrrwrrwrrwwwwrrrrwwwwrr
l SOURCE DATA 1	
_
]rrrrr rr rrrrrr rrr rrrrr rrrrrrrrr rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr!^^rrrrrrrrrrrrrrr r rrrrrrr rr r^rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrtww^rrrrrrrww^►r.wMrrrrrrwrMe►^ 1-
) ] ] 1 ] ] ] 1 1 1 ] l ]
] SOURCE ] SIC 1	 SITE 1	 P OR C	 l SOURCE LOCATION _I SOURCE .__1_ .__E1K . SSION^ATE . I I___STCr.K 1 Fxlr _1_ FWTT 1
7 NUMBER 1 CODE )	 CODE )	 CODE l (KILOHETERS) 1	 AREA l (TONS/7AY) 1	 HEIGHT l	 DIAMETER 1 VELOCITY 1 TEMP 1
1 1 1 l l ) HORIZ 4ERT ]	 (SQ	 KM) 1 - 50Z PAST 1	 (MLTFEiS) ]	 (METERS)..- (Ml/SEC) ] (DEG	 K) 1
lrrrrrrrr• lr lo op dr rrrrrr)rrrrr• r• lrrrrr rr rrrrrrrr rrr rr]rrrrrrrrr] rrrr rrrr• rrrrrrrr• rr• rrr ]rrrr rrr rrrrr]rrrrrrrrrrrr]rrrrrrr•rrre rrrrrrrr•r•)
1 41 1 136 1	 145 1	 4 1 384.4 1 4C66.4 l	 0.0 1 .16 1 .31 1	 4.c 1 1.0 1 10.0 1 470.3 1
l __-	 f:2 _] 136 1-	 14 6 1	 5 1 383.2 J - 4069.2_1  J.0_L QI O^-L r^; ]	 3t^ 1 3_p 1 IA - A 1 1PiiG.L L_______.
1 43 1 128 )	 147 1	 4 1 383.8 1 4070.2 ]	 0.0 1 93.32 ] .7y 1	 6J., 1 4.0 ] 30.0 ] 400.J 1
1 . 44 1 128 1	 145 1 ...	 4_ - 1 384.7 . _)_4070.5 . 1	 O.G 1 1. 1 1.35 1	 1J..; 1__. -0.11	 -_ I -0.0 l
1 45 1 9999 1	 49 I	 0 1 362.1 ] 4C90.9 )	 6.3 1 .02 1 .Jo 1	 3.G 1 -0.0 1 -J.0 1 -G.0 1
1 46 ) 9999 . l	 50_ 1_ ,- 	_0 - ) 38. 3.1 1 4090. - 1 -. - ]	 6.3 1 . J4 _1 . ] 7 1	 3. C 1_ u.^._ __. -1 A1.0 1 l3. J I
1 47 1 9999 1	 51 1	 0 1 386.0 1 4C91.8 1	 6.3 ) .38 1 .15 l	 2.0, 1 0.0 1 J.0 1 1).J 1
1 -_ 48 1 9999 1	 52 1	 0 1 388.0 ) 4090.5 1	 6.3 1 .04 1 .U6 ] -_	 8.,. 1 ^_a 1 0.a 7 n.c, 7
1 49 1 9999 1	 54 1	 0 1 381.9 1 4009.0 1	 6.3 ) .08 ) .14 1	 3. 1 0 1 0.6 1 O.G I	 -
)	
._
1 50_ 1 9999 1	 55 1	 0 1 384.5 1 4069.2 _ 1	 6.3 ] .27_ 1 .46 1	 8. ] 0._0 _-a..0 -_1 C. 	 .1-
1 51 1 9999 1	 56 1	 0 1 387.2 ) 4088.1 3	 6.3 1 .12 1 .21 1	 8 1 0.0 1 0.0 1 0.0 1
) 52_ l 9999 1	 57 1_	 0 l 389.4 1 4088.0 1	 6.3 ] .31 1 .54 1	 8.0 1 G-" .- -1 -_0-0 1 0 . IL I
1 53 1 9999 l	 58 1	 0 1 391.0 1 4087.6 1	 6.3 1 .12 1 .20 1	 8.J 1 0.0 1 0.0 I 0.0 1
1 54 ] . _9999 1 _ _	 59 1	 0 ] 393.0 ) 4087.6 1	 6.3 1 .04 1 _-..Lfi 1	 _	 6.0 1- u.0 7 d .0 1 .n	 0 1
1 55 1 9999 ]l	 60 1	 0 1 397.0 1 4086.0 1	 25.0 ] .26 1 .10 1	 8.G ) 0.0 1 U.0 1 iu.0 1
1 56 1 9999 1	 61 )	 G 1 404.0 1 4085.7 1	 25.0 1 .15 1 .39 1	 8.0 1 G.0 L.___0.0 _. L O.fi_ 1
1 57 1 9999 l	 62 1	 0 1 407.2 1 4087.4 1	 25.0 1 .13 1 .06 1	 8.0 1 ;.0 1 J.4 1 0.G I
_ ) 58 1 9999 1_	 63 7_ -. 0 1 - 382.G ) 4U86.2 1	 6.3 1 .04 ) .J7 1	 3.t' 1. L.0 .1_ _	 0.0 1 0.0 1
] 59 1 9999 1	 64 1	 0 1 384.5 1 4086.9 1	 6.3 1 .36 1 .62 1	 8.0 1 0.0 1 0.0 1 O.G
l 60 1 9999 1	 65 1	 0 1 387.0 1 4i85.5 1	 _ 6.3 1 .28 I .49
_1 8.0	 _ 1 0.0 1 n.n _ I O.n 7
1 61 1 9999 1	 66 1	 G 1 388.1 1 4086.5 1	 6.3 1 .30 1 .52 1	 8.0 1 0.0 1 0.0 1 O.J I
1 _62 1 9999 1	 671 .	 0 1 . 390.8 ) _4085.5 - 1	 6.3 1 .24 1 .46 1	 8.,,_ L - ___s).n_-_1. . _	 B.^ 1_  0_0 _L.
1 63 1 9999 1	 68 1	 0 1 394.3 1 4086.3 1	 6.3 1 .13 1 .21 1	 8.0 1 0.0 1 0.0 1 0.0 1
_-_- 1 64 ] 9999 _1	 69 1 - 	0 ] 411.3 1 4085.4 . 1	 6.3 ] .07 1 .02 1 -	 -_--6-,J -1 a-a-L_-__a.o _1 G.G.- .1____.
1 1 65 1 9999 1	 70 1	 0 1 373.2 1 4082.5 1	 25.0 1 .08 1 .05 1	 2.0 ] 0.0 1 0.0 1 0.0 1
-
] 66 1 9999 )	 71 1	 0 ) 376.3 ) 4082.8 )	 6.3 1 .05 1 .02 )	 _	 6.L 1 0.0 1 0	 0 1 0.0 ]	
- --
1 67 1 9999 1	 72 1	 0 1 377.9 ) 4083.0 )	 6.3 1 .03 ) .01 )	 2.0 1 0.0 1 0.0 1 0.0 1`1 ] 68 _ . 1_ _9999 I	 73 1	 0	 - 1 380.5 1 4083.0 1	 6.3 1 0.00 1 . 1.00,_1 _	 3.0- 1._.__.L^J_-^^.1L__-1_._.-Il-u__L
] 69 1 9999 1	 74 1	 0 ] 384.3 ] 4084.1 1	 6.3 1 .21 ] .36 l	 8.0 I 0.0 1 0.0 1 0.0 1
1 70 1 . 9999 ]	 75 ]	 0 1 387.0 1 40114.1 1	 6.3 1 .21 1 .37 1	 11* i	 _	 .1  II - O_. -L_ Il^JJ_ 1 O, u l ..
1	
_
] 71 ) 9999 7	 76 1	 G 1 389.4 ) 4084.5 1	 6.3 1 .33 1 .SB 1	 8.G 1 000 1 0.0 1 0.0 1
1 72 ] 9999 1	 77 l	 0 1 392. E 1 4C8 1 .5 1	 25.0 1 _. 62 1 .96 1	 _	 8.0 1 0.n 7 0.0 ] 0.G 1_-___
3 73 1 9999 1	 7B 1	 0 1 397.7 1 4081.0 1	 25.0 1 .49 1 .25 1	 6.G 1 G.0 1 0.0 1 0.0 ]
f _ 1 74 1 9999 1	 79 1	 0 1 402.5 1 4G82.5 1	 25.G 1 .22 1 .J8 1	 6... 1. 0 -0_ -_1 --a aA- 1 G.G ]
1 75 1 9999 ]	 80 1	 0 1 407.1 1 4G81.3 1	 25.0 1 .18 1 .08 1	 v.L 1 J,0 1 J.0 1 0.0 I
( 1 76 l 9999 1	 81 1	 0 1 412.0 1 4L83.7 1	 6.3 1 .07 1 .04 1	 4.0 1 G.0 l- 11-ii. 1 u.0
I 1 77 1 9999 1	 82 1	 0 1 376.3 1 4G80.5 1	 6.3 1 .06 1 .04 l	 8.1 1 G.0 1 0.0 1 0.0 1
1 78 1 9999 . 1_	 83 1 	 0 1_ 379.2 1 408 0.5 ] _...__	 6.3 1 - -_	 .36 1	 _ ._	 .73_ 1 -_ 6 .0	 7  n.0 -- 1 n-0 I__- --LL I
1 79 1 9999 )	 84 1	 0 T l 382.2 ) 4G81.8 1	 6.3 3 G.JL 1 3.JG 1	 3.0 1 0.0 1 0.0 1 0.0 1
1 80 1 9999 ]	 85 1	 0 l 384.5 1 4082.0 1	 6.3 1 .43 1 .73 1	 8.L ^_ 0.J7	 _ 1 0.^ _..1 0.0 1
] ] ] I l ] 1 1 ] ) ] ] ] ]
rr± rrr rwr+rrrrrrrrrrrrr . rrr r rerrrrrrrrrrrr rr rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr r r rrrrrrrrr ,. ^.^.^..^ .wwwww ^w.^ www ►^r.•wwwwwwry.^r^t_ _--
C' Table 3.--continued
REGI01•t	 NORFOLK	 AREA {L'JF1 0	 1 F t C 	OL, OoL){ ,	 1972
rr rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr :•rrr + -+rr^rrr^rrrrrrrrrrrrr +rr.• rrr+rrrrrrrr ••r^rr • r•rrrrrrrrrrr r.• rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr -	 _---	 - 	 •
►k7 y.d } l
1 SCURCE A T A
_
]	 -
n Jrrrrrrrrrrrrf• rr a r rrrrrr r rrrrrrrrrr r rrrrrr rrrrrr rr r rl•rr- rrr.• rrr *- rrO il rrrrrT•r tor.rNNP,
r i...r	 ^} 1 ] r 1 ) 1 1 ; l ) ] 1
1 SOURCE_ 1 SIC I SITE- P1i0C 1 SOURCE LOCATION } SOUR CE -1 RATF 1 !iIHt;K I ST4kK A EXIT 1 EXIT 3
I NUMBER 1 CODE 1 CODE. 1 CODE 1 (KILO"ETERS) 1 APE ) (TON /9AYr 1 H:16H1 1 DIAMETER I VELOCITY l TEMP }
1 ) 7 } 1 1 HORIZ 4ERT I (SQ KM) 7 SU2 PARR I C +	 TER.:! 7 (METERS; 7 (M/SrO 1 QLG K) 1
)rrrrr0rr10rrrrr)r0rrrr1 rrr-rrl 0rrrrr0r0rrrr000r]rrrrrrrrr ]rrrrrrwrre +rrrr0r0rl^0 +Prr •r0 r	 1•4r rrrrnrr•'.lrr0 rrrrrr+r]rrrr+rrrrrl
7 ] 7 7 ] l 1 ] 1 1 J 1 } ]-
1 81 1	 9999 1 86 1 0 1 387. 10 1	 408:.7 ) 6.3 1 .43 ) .74 1 0._ l .^ ] ^.0 7 G.6 1
l 82 1	 9999 1 -871 .0 _1__3.88 .1" 1	 4681.@_1 6.3. 1_ . 27 ] .r6 ] d.. l Ci.J L ^}^0 1 0.0 ]	 Y-
1 83 1	 9999 7 88 I 0 1 412.2 1	 4	 du.6 1 0.3 1 .2' 1 1 8. 1 10.0 1 J.0 ] 0.0 l	 -
] 84 1 9999 1 95 1 G 1 373.7 1	 4077.5 1 2t,.[ 1 .11 1 ^ae 1 d.. J O.J ) a.G ] O.L 1
1 85 1 9999 1 96 } u 1 377.5 }	 4078.8 1 ;.3 1 .L7 7 or 1 0.. ) 0.:! 1 0.z 1 0.0 1
06 1 9999 ] 97 1 0 7 379.5 1	 ;7@.0 ] 6.3 1 .. i ] 0 1 0.6 1 02-0 1_1 ] 87 1	 9999 1 98 1 0 1 382.0 1	 4679.6 1 6.3 1 .13 1 .11 ] @._ 1 L.0 ] 0.0 1 0.6 1
] 8.8- J--M9-L. _.331-. JL 1 383. 5 - 1 	 4Cl-5y 0 1 6.3_ -1. .L2 1--_ ,27 L._ 5. J a• n ] 1.(i ] O.0 7] 89 1	 9999 I i0G ) 0 1 387.0 14079.4 1 6.3 1 9.17 1 3.5* I d..: ] .0 1 0.6 1 3.0 )	 _	 --- --
1 90 1 9999 1 101 1 0 1 388.1 1	 4079.2 1 6.3 1 .29 1 .51 } d.. 1 u.0 1 O. G.
_1- ..ilw 
_1 ...
1 91 1	 9999 1 1C2 l 0 1 392.5 1 4077.5 1 25.0 1 .4b 1 .•.5 1 8. J a.G 1 J.G 1 O.J 1
1 92 1 9999 1 103.1 0 1 397.0 ]	 4077.0 l 25.0 1 463 1 .3i. 1 8._ 1 0.0 1 _.J.O 1_ _0..4 ..7_
1 1 93 1 9999 1 104 1 C 1 402.5 )	 4G77.5 ) 25.0 1 .32 1 .27 1 8.0 1 0.0 I a.i )
--- --I- ---2I-1_ . 19-93 1- 105 1_ 0 1 40 8 ,• 8 1	 4077.	 --J-- 25 .0 ] --- _ .33 _ 1_ _ .23-1 6 1 -0 . C I J e 0, I-A 0_•. u 1
1 95 1 9999 1 106 ) 0) 412.2 1	 4 78.9 1 25.0 1 .55 1 .24 J 8. 1 ;.G I C
 1
-
u.G 1
1 96 1	 9999 1 107 1 0 1 377.1 ]	 ~376.8 1 b.3 1 008 1 .35 ) 9. l 6.0 1 J.a 1
1 97 1	 9999 1 108 ) 0 1 379.5 1	 470.2 1 6.3 1 .15 ) .11 1 8.0 {.0 1 0.2 1 0.0 1
1 98 ]	 9999 1 169 1 0 ) 382.0 1	 4076.8 l 6.3 J .32 1 .23 1 8.; ) 3.G 7 a.J 1 ,.0 1
] 99 1	 9999 1 110 1 0 ] 384.0 1	 +077.6 1 6.3 1 .35 ) .28 J d.0 } a ] 0.6 1 0.0 1
1 100
_.f22-3- -L - .5l .60. I --	 - -(1.,G-- 1 _	 ".Qi. 1 _	 _ al-L __1__._ 0 1
I 101 19499 1 112 1 0 1 386.1 1	 4675.4 1 6.3 ) .23 ] .19 1 8.i I 10.0 1 J.0 1 G.,
-)
102 1 9999 1 113 1 0 1 373.7 1	 4;72.5 1 25.0 1 108 1 .08 1 3.,. 1 3.0 1 0.6 ) 6.0
] 103 1	 9999 1 114 : 0 1 377.0 1	 4074.4 I 6.3 1 .07 ) .06 1 8.J 1 ^.a ] ^. ] ;.6 ]
1 104 1 9999 ] 115 1 0 1 379.5 J	 4074.3 1 6.3 ) .09 1 .07 1 8.,; 1 G.6 ] b.0 1_. u -, _ ^_
1 ] 105 1 9999 1 116 1 0 1 381.7 1	 4674.5 1 6.3 ) .22 1 .12 1 d.0 1 u.0 1 G.J I 0.0
-
1
) 106 1 9949 ] 117 1 0 1 AB 3.1 1	 4073, A 1 F.. 3 1 13 1 ^,Lq-.1 `1.:+___a ^. l__-1^^ a 1 0.0 1
1 107 1	 9999 1 118 1 0 I 386.5 )	 4074.2 1 6.3 1 .34 1 .18 1 8.0 1 0.0 1 a.0 1 0.0 1
1 108 1	 9999 1 119 ) 0 ) 389.7 1	 4074.4 ) 6.3 7 .33 1 .34 1 8.b 1 0.0 I 0.0	 ___1 __ 0._ 0 	 1_-
1 109 1	 9999 1 120 1 0 1 392.3 1	 4074.4 1 25.7 1 .25 1 .18 1 3.6 1 0.0 1 J.G 1 0.0 1
1 110 1 9999 1 121 1 0 1 397.4 1	 4074.4 1 2540 1 .18 1 .08 1 31 0.0 l J.a 1 G.6 1 -
1 Ili 1	 9999 1 122 1 0 1 403.4 1	 4074.5 1 25.6 1 .1l 1 .J5 1 2.3 1 G.0 ] 0.0 1 0.0 1
1_ 112 1 9999 1	 123 -0 1 408.8	 1 _4-072.9 15 1 -5-(,r1 0.0 1_ -.0 1 J.0 ,1______^^
1 113 1	 9 9 99 1 124 1 0 1 412.5 1	 407.2.5 J 25.0 1 .09 1 .J5 1 3.1 1 0.0 1 0.6 1 0.0 1
1 ] 114 1 9999 l 125 1 0 1 377.0 1	 4; 72.6 1 0.3 1 .12 1 .3') 1 2.: ] 6.0 1 a.0. ] 0.1-_
] 115 1 9999 1 1.26 1 0 1 379.5 1	 4072.0 1 6.3 1 .37 1 .J5 ) 8._ l a.a ] a.0 ] 0.0 1
1 116 ) 9999 1 127 -1 0 1 382.0 1	 4072.7 1 6.3 1 .07 1 .36 1 8. , ] 0.0 ] J..1... ] Q.eO. __)1_____
1 1 117 l	 9999 1 128 1 0 ) 383.6 1	 x070.4 1 6.3 1 .15 1 .±5 1 a.z .] J.0 1 O.G ] 0.0 ]
_ 118 1 9999 } 129 1 -k 1 387.1 1	 4071,-rL- 1	 6-1-1.- __.Zu l .14 1 d..- )_ -	 0.0 ._._L u.0 1 0.0 ]
1 119 1	 9999 ) 130 1 0 1 389.5 1	 4071.8 1 6.3 I .07 1 .1" 1 4.. 1 u.0 1 u.0 I 0.0 1
1 120 1	 9999 1 135 1 0 1 376.0 1	 4G67.2 7 100.0 l .12 1 .Jn 1 2.., 1 0.0 1 0.0 1 0.0..1
1 ] 1 ] 1 ] ] 1 1 1 1 ] 1 ]	 ^
0Of- rrrr re•rrr rrrrr0&00& Orb rrrrrrrrr rrrrrrrrr+rrrrrrrrrrrrrr rrrrrrrr rrrrr r+ rrrrrrrrrrrrrrr• r rr.• rrrrrrrrr.•rrrrr.•rrrrr•rrr rr r
Table 3.--continued i
l REGION$	 NORFOLK AREA	 (OJF ) 5	 riATr, i	 .7..TOdc".R,	 1972
03
^
--' _ _--
AAAdr^AAAwAAAr+Ar!+drrrrrPAprrrrrrr Pro rrrrr• rrrrrrr for* » rrr• r » rr » r• r+r .• rrarrrr orb rr + »r•+r+,•+r +r»rr rrrrrrr rr•rrrrrrrrrrrrrrwArrrrprrr
T SOURCE CATS ] 1^-
lrr rrrrrrr rrr» rrrr•rr0 rrrrrAArrrrrrrwrrrrrrrrr r rrr•0 r r0rrr,• rr rr0rrrrrrrr0 • r• »r+rrrr•rrr• r• r• rr»r»rr rrrrr rrrrrr • 1# rrrrrrrN^!NA^ r ^. wML►*^i►_1__ -	 - _
1 ] 1	 1	 1	 1 J	 ] 1 1	 ]	 1 1 r
SOURCE .]	 SIC	 1	 SITE ! _F40C
	 l SOURCE LOCATION_ ]_ SougC
	 _ _^_ ^KISaIO'1	 RAT_	 1 STAGK	 1.	 STkQA .__..L_	 IT __ I	 EXIT _ ] _	 i
1 NUMBER	 7	 CODE	 J	 .ODE	 l	 GOOF	 ) (KILOMETERS) 1	 AREA	 J (TOtii/J4Y)
	
1 r , tIG^iT	 7	 DIAMETER	 )	 VELOCITY	 1	 TEMP 1
! 1 7	 l	 7	 l FORIZ -
	
VEST ]	 (SO	 KOO	 1 S02	 DAZT
	 i (METtka)	 J	 iMETLRS)	 1	 TM/SEC]	 1	 (DEG	 K) 1	 ...
J rrr.•rrr rlrrrr rr lrrrrrr]rrrwrr]r^ • rrASaerrrrr+ rrrl rrrrrrrrrlrrrrrrrrrrrrrr» rr » r)rrrrrrrrrrl rrrrrrrrrr]rrrrrrrrrrlrrrrrrrrr] ,
! 1 121	 1	 9999	 1	 136	 1	 a	 l 385.0	 1	 4065.0 1	 IG0.0
	
J .50
	 1	 .4„	 1 3.	 ]	 C.0	 1	 a.0	 1	 0.0 1 -"-
' 1 122	 1	 9999	 1_ .. 137	 1	 0	 1 395.0
	 1	 4G57.2_ 1_	 13-.^	 1 .26	 1	 .13	 ! .i..0	 _L._._^].0___1_-G.0 l
1 123	 1	 9999	 1	 138	 1	 0	 1 4_5.0	 ]	 4LO._2 1	 .i5 0.0	 1	 G.0	 1	 0.6	 1	 0.0 1
_^- 12'4	 l	 9999	 J	 139 - 1	 _0 -. 4 _A15.0	 1	 4C65.3 1	 110.0	 1 .10	 1	 .a3	 1 7.t	 1	 0.0	 1	 0.0
1 125	 1	 9999	 1	 146	 1	 0) 378.0	 1	 4i67.5 J	 463.G	 1 .15	 1	 .1L	 J ;.:	 ]	 G.3	 1	 3.a	 1	 0.0 1
1.26	 1	 9999	 1	 147	 1	 . _Q	 l 391. .6	 l	 4554+7 1	 400.1	 1 .12-'1	 .a9	 1 3.L	 1	 0.0	 1	 0.90	 _	 .J_	 _Q:ir 1--__.1
127	 1	 999:	 1	 148	 1	 0	 1 409.3	 }	 4656.2 1	 437.0	 1 .01	 l	 .02	 1 a.0	 1	 C.a	 1	 0.11	 1	 0.C. 1 j
wwwrrrr rr rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr rrrrrrrf*rrrrrrrrr r rrrrrrr r r rrrrr rr ±rr rr'+ rrr!r»rrrrrrrrr. rrr r+•r r rr rrrr r r.. rr rrrr r r rr r rrrr rrr
1 f-----
1
.,ram,
)r Tal.e 3.--cont!-^Iued
} RsGI0h1 <JR =r LK 1" 74 (-LT 10,J UATEt 6 OCTOBER, 1972
N » r•P rrrrrg+ rn »nr.>r Pr' &-rrrrrr•&» rrr»r orb e&»++• r. I+	 rrrrrr Of* rrrrrerrrr,•rrrrrrr&rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrI+rrrrr► rrrr►r^r,^rr+► r,+rrr
] SOURCE DATA 3
]& rrr,^wrnrnrrrrr» »» rn.^ »r,• r . nrnnrrrrrrr»+nrrr^r:^nnrnnnnerrrrrrnrrr,^r»rr+► r^rrrrrrrrrrrrr^*rrrrrrrrrrrrrrr,►a+rr,► ^► ^Ae►arr^r^►rr^±^► ►^ ^►^:] E
] 1 1 1 J I ] ] ] 3 1 1 1-
1 SOURCE I SIG_ 3 SITE I p ?OC I SOURCE LOCATION 1 SCURCE I EMISSION RATE - ]	 STACK ] _53-AC)4 _ .1_- EXIT 1 EXIT ]
c I NUMPER I CODE I CODE I CODE I	 (KILO'	 TERS) l	 AREA I (TONS/DAY) I	 HEIGHT ] DIAMETER 1 VELOCITY l TEMP 3
1 1 I 1 1 HORIZ VERT I	 (SQ
	
Kt,) I SO? PART I	 (METERS) 3 (METERS) ] CM/SEC) . . 3 _MG --K ) 3 .. _	 t
1» » rr wro rlrrn•. rr]nrrrr, ir »nrrrl rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrlrr » rrrrrrl orrrrrrnrr►rr.►rrr+rrr+lrrrrrr »rrrl&(p rrrrrrr ,m l^+rrrrrrr,+,+]r^►r^+,•rrr,► 1 f
O ] 1 3 5: l 99 1 4 ]	 384.0 3	 4£9C.Z 1	 0.t 1 .09 1 .46 I	 3503 ] 4.J 1 36.0 1 45C.G ]
1 2 1 55 1 lIG I 4 1	 382.? 1	 4089.E 1,	 1.6 1 14.87 ] 1.68 ]	 35.0 l 4^J _ ] 30.0 1 450.0 ]
3
I
3
4
1
1
5-4
5^3
)
]
1:1
i 2
1
3
4
4
1	 382.E
]	 382.5
1	 4088.0
]	 4088.2
1	 3.0
]	 a.0
I
3
.37
.09
1
]
.33
-40
1	 10.0
l	 50.0
1
]
-G.0
1.D
7
]
-0.0
7.0
l
_1.
-000
3711 ° 4 _
1
3
I 5 1 60 I 1'•3 1 4 1	 396.3 1	 4386.5 1	 0.0 I Z.38 3 .34 ]	 10.3 1 -i.0 I -0.0 3 -0.0 3
6 1 77 I 1.4 I 1 l	 393.6 3	 4084.:. I	 u.0 1 .45 7 -94 1	 10. L 1 -0.0 I	 . - --_0_.u_ ]	 .- -0.0
1 7 1 69 1 1:,5 3 4 J	 410.0 1	 4C87.0 I	 G.L ] .15 1 .03 1	 10.G ] -0.13 1 -O.0 1 -0.0 3
CID 1 8 1 -	 7",-1--ink'-l- A-- ..1._ 3121.aCi 3	 L I	 0.i. 3 .26 1 1 t 3,	 _	 -11). LL .L _ _D	 0 1 - 0.0 1 - 0.0 1
1 9 1 74 1 1:7 1 7 1	 382.8 ]	 4082.6 1	 3.G 3 .16 3 1.49 1	 10.E 1 -6a 1 -000 1 - G.0 I
1 I 1C 1 BF I 109 1 4 1	 364.5 l	 4£81.2 )	 ;i.0 1 .01 1 J.36 1	 10.0 1 -0.0 1 -0.9 0 	 3 --=IL.-Q -
1 11 1 87 1 110 1 4 3	 388.8 1	 4082.3 I	 :,.0 3 .01 ] .G1 I	 10.6 1 -0.0 3 -0.0 1 -G.0 I
1 12 ] 9B J 112 1 5 1	 380.9 I	 4079.2 )	 0.0 3 .06 3 .50 1	 40.0 1 2.0... 3_ __30.£IL- ._.l_ _ ""	 I	 _ _.__. -
? 1 13 1 99 ] 113 l 4 )	 383.6 1	 41;79.7 1	 3.0 3 .05 1 .03 I	 15.G 1 1.0 ] 1..0.0 1 400.0 3
-
1 14 1 99 l I;Lq 1 -_4_„1.. 383.6 - I . 4;j78.0 , 1-	0:0 1_. .68 3 ► 17..3 20.0 1 -.	 -Q.G I 7 -J.a 1
I 15 1 LC7 1 115 3 7 1	 385.2 1	 4;.78.8 1	 0 l .05 1 .50 l	 10.0 1 -6.0 3 -0.6 1 -3.£ 1
-	 1 1 16 1 IcI 1 :17 1 4 1	 388.9 1	 4[79.1 1	 a.a 1 .05 3 5.00 1	 13.0 1 2.0 1 6. 5 1 _,464 .0 l
1 17 1 1:1 1 118 1 4 1	 17 89.1 14078.8 1	 8.0 ) .05 1 0.00 1	 10.E 7 -J.G 3 -0.0 3 -0.0
1 SA 1 1	 3 1 119 1 4 3	 398.9 l	 4576.9 1	 0.L 1 .02 3 2.29 )	 10.3 1 -0,0
_3.. "a• 0.__i - t1.3 3 
-^} 1 19 1 111 1 122 I 4 1	 397.4 1	 4077.5 ]	 G.0 1 .17 1 3.20 1	 10.0 ] 2.0 1 4.0 1 340.L ]
1- 2-0 1 111 1 86.4 - 7 	4L 76.:5_.1. .0.0 1 O.03 1 .37 1	 10.G . -1. -1?_s-Q_._ 3 -04E 1 1
1 21 1 ill 1 1?2 1 4 1	 386.3 ,	 4077.2 1	 D.C. 1 .01 1 I.OG l	 10.6 1 -a.0 1 -3.0 1 -G..: I
1 1 2? 1 112 1 123 1 L. 1	 388.7 1	 4C77.0 7	 GIG 1 .09 1 .05 1	 10.0 3 -J.0 1 -3.0 1 -0.6 1
3 23 I li? 1 1?4 1 7 1	 368.8 ]	 76.4 1	 G.% .02 3 .22 i	 10.E 1 -COG l -0.0 ] -G.Z 1
1 24 1 11? 1 1?5 1 5 1	 388.7 1	 4676.7 I	 0.0 3 0.03 1 .69 1	 10.0 1 -6.0 1 -0.G '
- 
-O. ,r ]
f 1 25 1 117 1 126 1 5 )	 383.6 3	 4074.2 1	 J.0 3 .13 3 .01 1	 10.0 1 -6.0 ] - J.0 l - O .C: l
3- --	 _26_ 7	 - 117 . 1 - 1 27 1 5 _1 382_ _I - 4374.8_ . ] .. _ .. O.G 3 .O7 1 4.41 l	 10.6 ,l -6.w ,__L. - G.0 1 _ -0 Q 1
3 27 1 117 ) 17.8 1 5 1	 384.3 1	 4C74.3 l	 :'.0 1 .18 3 .81 1	 15.E I 1.0 1 6.0 1 350.4 I
1 28 3 105 1 129 1 1 1	 410.2 1	 4L77.e 1	 0.0 ] .11 I 5.65 1	 3.6 3 1.0 1 _	 6.0 ._ 1_..,21-5 0.0 j_
1 29 1 109 l 130 3 ! 1	 381.2 1	 4976.2 3	 0.0 I .LO 1 .96 1	 10.0 ] ^6.G ] -0.6 1 --G.6 3
1 30 1 111 1 1?1 1 5 1	 384.0 )	 4075.0 ?	 .0 1 .01 I .34 3	 10.0 l -0.0 1 -B.p_ ] -G.II _3__ ._
1 31 ) lit 1 1?2 1 5 ]	 386.3 )	 4075.1 J	 3-C 1 .30 1 at ]	 1U.0 I -u.0 I -O.J ] -A.G 3
l 32 1 118_ 3 _ - 1^4 ., 1 .__5 , 1 . _ - 385._0 1 . 4674.9 . 1	 DO 1 .99 1 .40 1	 1G.G .] -G..Q. .3 t1-.0 1 -0.0 1
1 37 1 123 1 135 3 4] 408.0 1	 4074.2 1	 0.0 1 1.53 l .12 1	 10.0 1 -G.6 1 -0.0 1 -0.6 3
I 34 ] 124 I 136 3 4 I	 414.4 1	 4071.0 I	 3.0 1 .BC l .06 1	 30.E I -0..0 1 - -0.0
	 ..._] - 0 •x._1
3 35 1 128 1 117 1 5 3	 384.7 )	 4070.5 I	 0.0 J .73 1 .97 ]	 i31v 1 -0.3 1 - O.il I -0.6 1
1 36 1 128 I 139 ] 5 ]	 384.5 14[76.1 1	 0.0 3 .01 1 .01 l	 25.3 1 1.0 3 .6,u 1. 3617.0._ 3 __
I 37 ] 128 3 14C 1 4 l	 384.3 )	 4671.4 1	 0.0 ] .19 l .01 1	 10.0 l (.- 0 1 - 0	 0. 3 -0.3 1
-
38	
_1 -. 1 . 28 1 . 141 . 1  5 1	 384.5 1	 4076.5 .1	 0.G 1 0.03 1 .1?- 1___	 1.9L.L 1- -s3^R._--1--=57.0	 -- 1 -0.G I_ - E
] 39 1 135 3 442 1 4 1	 372.4 1	 4063.5 1	 0.0 I .09 1 .31 1	 10.0 1 -0.0 1 -0.0 1 -G.0 l
1 40 I 128 3 144 1 4 1	 383.0 1	 4072.0 I	 a.0 1 .01 l .03 1	 10.E ] -C.0 ] -aI	 _L_-=3.j	 ]4 ^_____.
1 ] ] 1 1 l I 3 ] ] 1 3 1 1
r.►rrnrrrr ,+rrr ,•.+ • o»,.nn,•r,+r,► rrrrrr ,• rrnrrr,^r,^r»anrnrnr,• rr,.rrr • ,• rrrrr,• re.• rrnrnrr,+rrrrrrrrr^r,+ ^arrr.*rrrrrrr^!^+^^r,►r^rr^.s.^rr^► rr rr.^
^
^--	 ^	 -_
i
})	 CC/,I l.i• 1 	.-.	 Y	 .	 ..	 {	 ...f.)
+en» »-•r+»r+»tea- ^-r»»...+,+rr»^+r •a rm+ rrr•rrrrrrrr,^rrrr+nPrr^+err » ,•r,+rrr,► rrrrrrrrr^+rrrrrrarrrrrrrrrrr^►rrrrrrrrrrrrrrn++,► rrrr^+r €
1 ]
-	 -- -	 -
1
] SOURCE DATA ]	 -- -
1,.r•r»r»»»»»»r..»• r+r+rr»+nr»n^rrerrrrrerrrrrrrerrrerrrerrennrr^ ►nrrnrrrrrrrr,^rrrrrrrrrrnrrrrrrrrr. ► rrorrr► rrrr,►rrrrrrrArrrrrr)
-	 ^_
	
-
1 l ] ] ] ] 3 1 l 1 ] l ]
I SOURL_ I	 __ I	 - ITE ]	 PPOC 1	 SOURCE LOCATION I	 SOURCE 3 EMISSION RATE l	 STACK ]	 STACK ]_	 EXIT I	 EXIT 7
1 NUMP LD }	 :3J I	 C!1 r'E I	 :''IDE ]	 (KILO-ETE! S) l	 AREA 1 (T0NS/0AY) ]	 HEi6AT 1 DIAMETER )	 VLLOCITY I	 TEMP I
1 ] 1 I ] 1	 H CPIZ VERT ]	 (SO	 KH) 1 S02 PART I	 (METERS) I	 (METERS) 1	 (ll/SEC) . _ ], (USG	 K) _ }.	 __	 _
lrrr ► rrnrl » ..+n ^^l nrrerr]renr+r3r.+nrr+rrnrrrr,+rrr3rrrr»rrrr. lr:► .+rr.► rrrrr^► rr^rr^+r^ 1rrr»rrrr^►rlrrrrrrr► ,► rr3rrrr.+rrrrrl000000&0&1
I I I 1 I I I 3 ) 1 3 3 ] 3,__
ti I 41 1	 1: :3 1	 1 L 5 1	 4 1	 384.4 14066.4 1	 a.G 1 .14 I .31 1	 4.6 I	 1.a 3	 10.0 ]	 47a.6
.
3
I 42 1	 1?^ ]	 14b I	 ` )	 383.2 ]	 4069,2 l	 O.G t G.00 ] .90 1	 3.0 ]	 3.0 1	 10.0 ]	 1200.0 ]	 '-
] 4* I	 128 )	 1^7 1	 4 1	 783.8 1	 4a70.2 1	 0.G 1 93.30 1 .74 1	 a0.13 I	 4.0 1	 30.6 1	 40G.G I
} 1 44 1	 1?.8 1	 148 1	 4 1	 384.7 14770.5 1	 016 1 1.00 3 1.35 3	 10.0 1	 -0.0 1	 -0.1 1	 -0.0 3
] 45 ]	 9199 1	 49 1	 0 I	 382.1 1	 4090.9 3	 6.3 1 .01 ] .03 1	 3.0 ]	 -3.0 1	 -a.0 1-	 -O.0 3
1 46 1	 '3999 1	 5i ]	 r 1	 383.1 14.90.1 1	 6.3 1 .02 3 .07 1	 3.0 3	 0.0 l	 0.6 u.L_I I
1 47 1	 9999 ]	 51 1	 J I	 386.G 1	 4691.8 1	 6.3 1 .04 1 .17 1	 2s0 )	 DIU ]	 3.0 1	 0.0	 -]" -	 -
1 48 1 99q9 1	 42 ] 	 C	 _ 1	 388.0 3	 4L97.5 3	 6.3 1_ - .Ct 3	 ._. .06 1_ - 	8.0 ]_-_-	 0.0 ]	 0.0 1	 0.4 I
1 40 ) 9999 1	 -34 I	 0 1	 381.9 1	 4CB9.0 1	 6.3 3 .03 3 .12 1	 3.r I	 C.0 1	 0.6 l	 DIG I
1 5C 1	 9999 3	 55 )	 0 1	 384.5 ]	 4G89.2 1	 693 I .10 I .41 3	 8.0 1	 0.0 I	 0	 i ]	 0.0 1
1 51 1 9999 1	 56 I	 0 1	 38T.2 1	 4088.1 3	 6.3 1 .i,3 ] .23 1	 8.6 1	 6.0 1	 0.0 I	 0.0 ]
1 52 1	 9999 i	 57 )	 0 1	 389.4 1	 4CBB.G ]	 5.3 1 .12 1 .48 1	 8.0 ]	 0.0 3	 0.0_- 3_B.G
-
]
I 57 ) 9999 1	 58 1	 G I	 391.0 1	 4u87.8 1	 6.3 ] .05 1 .18 1	 8.0 1	 0.0 1	 0.0 I	 O.R )-
1 54 1	 p4 99 I	 59 1	 0 1	 ? 9 3 . 0 1	 4087.6 1	 6.3 ] .01 I .06 1	 8.0 1	 u.a 1	 0.0 1	 0.0 1
I 55 1	 3999 1	 6C')- L'_7 397.0 14186.D 1	 25.0 I .09 7 .35 -]	 8.0 1	 0.0 ]	 0.0 1	 a.5 I
► 1 56 1	 9999 I	 F1 I	 c )	 4G4." 1	 4085.7 1	 25.6 1 .07 1 .07 1	 8.0 1	 0.0 I _	 aIa1 0.a 3_
] 57 1	 9999 ]	 )2 1 1	 4.7.2 ]	 40B7.4 1	 25.0 I .05 1 .04 1	 B.G 1	 0.0 1	 0.0 1	 u.0 7
I 58 1	 9999 )	 63 3 l	 382.0 1	 4086.2 3	 6.3 ] .02 ] .06 1	 3.0 1	 0.0 1	 J.0 1	 G.a
--
I
} 1 59 1	 9999 ]	 64 1	 L ]	 384.5 1	 4086.9 1	 6.3 1 .14 1 .55 1	 8.0 1	 Us0 ]	 D.11 1O.G I
_3 60 1 9999 I	 65 1	 C 1	 387.0_3 4065.5 1 	 6.3 1 .13 I .49 BIG_I	 _ 10.0 ]	 0.0 I	 al ill I
-- 1 -	 16 1	 9999 1	 66 3	 C 1^ 388.1 3	 4086.5 1	 6.3 -
_
1 .13 1 -- .48 )	 8.0 1	 - 0.0 1	 D.D 1	 0.0 I
3 62 1	 9999 1	 67 1	 C I	 390.8 1	 4085.5 )	 643 l .09 3 .36 1	 Bob 1	 0.0 10.0 1	 u.a 1
1 63 1	 9999 ]	 68 3	 0 3	 394.3 3	 4CBG.3 3	 6.3 3 .06 1 .19 1	 8.J 1	 0.0
f-	
0.8 ]-	 0.a ] - - - --
1 64 1 9999 1	 69 1	 0 1	 411.3 ]	 4085.4 1	 6.3 3 .02 1 .01 1	 6.a l	 0.0 1_ . _	 0.0 1	 u .6 l
} 1 65 3	 9999 3	 7C 1	 C I	 373.2 ]	 4082.5 1	 25.0 3 .1.5 ] .34 1	 2.0 1	 0.0 1	 D.0 7	 0.a l
1 66 1	 9999 1	 71 ]	 G 1	 376.3 1	 4082.8 1	 6.3 3 .02 1	 _ .01. 1_ 6_.0 ]_	 u.0 ] 	 0.0 1	 0.0 3
--]_ 67 1 9999 7	 72 ]	 0 1	 377.9 1	 4983.a 3	 6.3 I - - 0 01 1 .01 1	 2.0 1	 0.a I	 0.0 1	 006 '!1
} 1 68 1 9999 ]	 73 3	 G l	 38C.5 3	 4083.0 1	 6.3 1 a.aa 1 a.BG ]	 3.0 1	 040_..._. ]	 0.0 L 	 0.0 ]
1 69 1	 999 4 1	 74 1	 0] 384.3 1	 4084.1 1	 6.3 1 009 3 .33 1	 8.0 1	 0.0 )	 0.0 1	 000 1
] 70 3 9999 ]	 75 1	 G I	 387.3 ]	 4084.1 ]	 60 3 1 .09 1 .34 1	 8.0 1	 C.0 I	 DID ]	 0.6 ]
3 l 71 3 9999 )	 76 1	 0 1	 389.4 1	 4084.5 1	 603 3 .15 3 .53 1	 8.0 1	 u.0 1	 a.0 1	 0.6 3-	
_
1 72 1 9999 3	 77 1	 0 1	 392.5 )	 4CB1.5 ]	 25.0 1 _.47 I 1.25 1	 8.0 ]_	 0.0 ]	 0.0 ]	 DIG 3
1 73-
3
9999 1	 78 1	 G 1	 397.5 1	 4062.5 1	 25.0 ] .40 ] --	 .68 ]	 600 ]	 0.0 1	 0.0 3	 O.0 3
3 74 3	 9999 1	 79 1	 0 3	 4G2.5 1	 43BZ.5 1	 25.0 3 .14 I .18 1	 6.0 1	 0.a 38.0 ] _0.4 I
3 7= 1 9999 I	 8C 1	 a 1	 4G7.5 1	 4082.5 1	 25.6 ] .11 ] .14 3	 490 1	 J.0
_
1	 0.6 I	 G.6 3
1 76 1 9999 3	 81 1 1	 412.0 1	 468:;.7 1	 6.3 3 .03 1 .03 3	 4.0 I	 0.0 1	 O.D 1	 0.0 I
} 3 77 ] 9999 1	 82 ]	 C ]	 376.3 ]	 4080.5 3	 5.3 ) .03 1 .03 1	 8.0 ]	 0.0 1	 0.0	
._
]	 0.7 1	 -	 -
1 78_,_1 9999 l	 83 3	 0 3	 379.2 ]	 4080.5 I	 6.3 ] .02 3 ._02 1_	 _	 6.0 ]--	 _	 0.0 1	 B.G 1	 0.0 ]_ -_
I 74 ] 9999 7	 84 1	 0	 -) 382.2 1	 4C81.8 1	 6.3 1 0.00 -3 0.00 -3.0) 7	 ,.0 ]	 0.0 ]	 a.G 1	 r-..--
I Be 19999 1	 85 I	 C ]	 384.5 14082.G ]	 6.3 1 .16 1 .66 1	 6.0 ]	 0.0 1	 G.0 ]	 0.6
-^
1	
^^--- -1 ! ] 1 1 3 1 1 l 1 1 ] 1 1
r ► +rrrrrrrnr^•aararrrnnnnerrrn. ►nrrr+► rrrrrrnerr.+rrr.►rrrrrrrnrrrrreerrrrrrrrnrrrreerrerrrrrrrerrrrrrrrr+rrrrr, ► rrc+,►rRrrrrrrrr
i Tabite 3.---continued
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Irates. if the staff of the board could determine that . point sources had
modified their winter operating patterns, the original winter season.
estimates were reduced or increased to reflect these changes. For. the
remaining point and area sources, however, winter emissions levels were
taken as estimated in the original inventory..
Future Emission Patterns'
Air quality planning for the Norfolk area must consider the impact:
of growth and future emission levels. Along with its capacity for estimating
i
current patterns of emissions, the pilot national land use information.
system can be easily used to estimate future land use patterns and associated 	
.} 3
emission levels.
For each grid cell the rate of change between 1959 and 1970 in level I
and II land use categories was determined from the graphic information
provided by the CARETS project maps. The Scutheastern Vi.;:ginia Planning
District Commission provided 1985 population and employment projections for
each of the SMSA jurisdictions along with estimated amounts of land use
:f	 that would be required to accommodate a re^ommended pattern of future land
use (figure 7). Residential and commercial land use changes to 1985 were
postulated for the area by extrapolating past trends in land use change
given by the pilot system and the commission's projections of utility
and transportation installations (Henningson, Durham, and Richardson, 1972
and Wilbur Smith and Associates, 1969).. The likelihood of a given area emissions
i6.
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i
estimating cell being developed to a given level by 1985 was estimated from
this information as were standards for population density, zoning regulations,
and anticipated building practices suggested by the commission.
It was assumed that emission levels from existing area sources would
continue unchanged to 1985 because much of the SMSA ` s residential develop-
ment is of recent origin; decreases in emissions per vehicle would be
offset by an increased number of traffic vehicles; and small new area
sources would compel±sate for the existing area emissicns that have recently
upgraded their controls or ceased emissions. Emission levels per square
kilometre from residential and associated land uses to be developed by 1985
were estimated on the basis of anticipated space heating procedures, 1985
traffic volumes, and land uses to be permitted in various areas. These
estimates, .01 tons of sulfur dioxide and .25 tons of particulates per
day/km2 were multiplied by the number of kilometres of residential and
i
other land uses projected for each cell. These values were added to the
existing amount of area emissions to estimate the 1985 total area
source emissions for each cell.
Future emission levels for the 44 point sources included in this study
were estimated on the basis of control programs proposed to the Air
Pollution Control Board by various firms. These control programs
incorporate standards for levels of emissions currently required by Virginia
legislation and the Air Pollution Control Board rules (Commonwealth of
Virginia, 1972b and 1972c).
	 For purposes of this study it was estimated
r
that no new major point source would locate outside areas of existing
3
industrial development. Table 4p	 gives the inventor­
 of point emissions
^^.	 sources used in 1985 estimates.
w
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Identification
Numberz/ Name of Source
.y
47
Table 4---Point sources included in air diffusion modelling of
Norfolk-Portsmouth SMSA1-/
	
1
	
Naval Air Rework facility, Norfolk Naval Air Station
	
z
	
Naval Public Works Center, Norfolk Naval Air Station
	
3
	
Naval Supply Center, Norfolk Naval Afar Station
	
4
	
Sheller Globe Corporation
	
5
	
Naval Amphibious Base
	
6
	
Norfolk Regional Airport
	
7
	
Fort Story
I
	
S
	
Tidewater Community College, Frederick Campus
	
9
	
City of Norfolk Incinerator
	
10
	
Owen Pattern Foundry and Manufacturing Company
	
11
	
Colonial Block Corporation
	
12
	
Georgia Pacific Corporation
	
13
	
Dixie Manufacturing Company
	
14
	
U.S. Naval Hospital
	
15
	
City of Norfolk Ll.cinerator
	
16
	
Ames and Webb, Inc.
	
17
	
Southern Block and Pipe
	
18
	
Contractors Paving Company
	
19
	
Asphalt Roads and Materials
	
20	 Richard Foundry Corporation
	
21	 Colonna's Shipyard, Inc.	 $
	
22	 Ford Motor Company
	
23	 Norfolk Redevelopment and Housing Authority
E
1/Source detailed on following page
2/Identification numbers keyed to'table 3 and figure 6
3
i
3
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Identi.fica
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
Table 4--Continued
you	 Name of Source
Southland Cork Company
Atlantic Creosoting Company
Portsmouth Paving Corporation
Norfolk Veneer Mills, Inc.
Finley Paving Corporation
City of Portsmouth Incinerator
Norfolk Naval Shipyard
Norfolk Shipbuilding and Drydock Corporation
Royster Company
Ocean Naval Air Station
Fleet Anti-Air Warfare Training Center
35
	
Swift Agricultural Chemicals Corporation
36
	
Weaver Fertilizer Company
37
	
Lone Star Industries
38
	
Southern States Coop., Inc., Fertilizer Division
39
40
41
42
43
44
Lone Star Industries
Naval Ammunition Depot, St. Julien Creek
Solite Masonry Units Company
Intercoastal Steel Corporation
Virginia Electric and Power Company
Smith--Douglass
1/Selection of sources based on high levels of emission identified in
Commonwealth of Virginia, State Air Pollution Control Board Implementation
Plan, "Inventory Section," Richmond, Virginia, 3anuary,1972, and in
point--source emission registration forms received by the Virginia State
Air Pollution Control Board, July and August 1972.'
!	 2/identification numbers keyed to'table 3 and figure 6
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Land Use and Norfolk Area Emissions Patterns
Plotting the spatial distribution of area and point source emissions
provides basic information for evaluating the design of air quality
sampling programs and estimating the likely impact of different air
duality control strategies. Figures 8 through 13 show the estimated
average quar_tity and distribution of sulfur dioxide and particulate
emission in the Norfolk area for 1972 annual and winter 1971--72 periods
and for an annual 1985 period. Total emissions by area cell given in table
3, were converted to per square kilometre values and are indicated by
isolines. The average of major point source emissions for each cell are
also plotted. The similarity between sulfur dioxide and particulate
emission patterns in these figures reflects the emission of both pollutants
by most sources throughout the Norfolk area. Because of the area's space
heating, traffic, and industrial characteristics, particulate matter is
emitted at higher levels than sulfur dioxide from all but a few point
sources.
In these figures the pattern of high annual emission from point and
area sources clearly reflects the concentrations of industrial, commercial,
and old, dense residential activities in central Norfolk and Portsmouth
(figures 8 and 11). To the east, lower emissions reflect the combination
of low-density residential, commercial, transportation, and industrial
land use and water and agricultural land use. The extent of high area
source emissions surrounding central Norfolk and Portsmouth is larger in
winter due to increased space heating in medium- and low-density residential
areas (figures 9 and 12), but otherwise the patterns of winter emissions
reflect annual patterns.
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The estimated 1985 annual emission patterns (figures 10 and. 13)
show the projected urban expansion into nonurbanized area. Because of the
attraction of waterfront property, the Southeastern Virginia Planning
District Commission anticipates that Atlantic and Chesapeake waterfronts
will be filled by 1985.
Determining Spatial. Distribution.Patterns of Air Quality
To evaluate Norfolk area control strategies, patterns of emission
need to be related to actual_ levels of pollutant (sulfur dioxide and
particulates) concentration determined by air duality sampling throughout
the region.
The air quality sampling stations shown in figure 14 were established
by October 1972; the majority of them had been in operation less than 1
year (Commonwealth of Virginia, 1972d). Figure 14 suggests that their
spatial distribution does not reflect the diversity and density of land
uses impacted by these pollutants. Because reliable sampling information
was not available, estimates of the areawide dispersion and concentration
of sulfur dioxide and suspended particulates were made.
Estimating pollutant diffusion patterns
The problem of estimating pollutant dispersion and the characteristics
of a pollution plume is couched in the.exercise of describing the turbulent
motion of air. As turbulence, at this time, is best described by probabil-
istic means, the most widely used and successful model for characterizing
pollution dispersal_ is the Gaussian plume model. Wanta (1968, p. 217)
outlined this model in simple terms, "the mass of pollutant emitted, from a.
continuous point source moves downwind at a constant speed, at the same time
Suspended particulates
Sulfur dioxide
Population related location
N
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Figure ,Z4---1970 Norfolk-Portsmouth SMSA, location of air quality sampling stations, October 1972
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spreading horizontally and vertically in such fashion that while the mass in
any cross section remains constant, the distribution of concentration of
pollutant in the cross section along either the horizontal or vertical
direction is bell.--shaped, i.e., normal or Gaussian. 	 The standard
deviations of these two normal distributions are adjustable and increase
with distance band time; they are diffusion coefficients or simple functions -+t^
of them.	 The standard deviation of the horizontal profile of pollutant
concentration is generally much greater than that of the vertical.	 Allowance
can be made for the presence of nearby reflecting planes such as the ground
a
or an elevated ideal temperature inversion. 	 Modifications for instantaneous
source and other geometrics are also available."
1
Wanta (1968) presents an excellent outline of urban air pollution
a
diffusion models, especially summarizing Smith (1961), Pooler (1961),
Turner (1964), Clarke (1964), Koogler and others (1967), and Miller and
Holzworth (1967); all of these models are variations of the basic Gaussian
model.
Turner (1970) has published a workbook for calculating a numerical
solution for pollutant concentration and diffusion, and Forsdyke (1970)
has briefly summarized meteorological factors cc-icerned with the Gaussian
;i99
model.
Hanna (1971) has described a simple but physically realistic model
for estimating pollutant concentrations resulting from area source
emissions in a city.	 Pollutant concentrations for the surface are directly
.p.rnportional.to local area source strength and inversely proportional to
x"
wind speed..	 The model is simple, yet results appear to compare favorably f
with more complex diffusion models.  ;
1
Investigators have also worked with other types of models. Getis
and Jackson (1971) have constructed a model to determine the probability
of a specified area being polluted by a specified . number of sources. ' This
model is based on a Poisson. distribution function that is used to generate
areal pollution zones. Lamb (1971) and Egan and Mahoney :(3.971) have used
a deterministic approach in estimating pollution dispersal; the general
method is to solve the system of partial differential continuity
equations with suitable initial and boundary conditions. This approach
is much Less tractable than the.GaussiaoL model and, accordingly; less
popular. Egan and Mahoney (1972) :nave also discussed the use of
specified source models and box models for estimating pollution dispersal..
All of the models mentioned above can be calculated for either point
or area source emissions or both. With a Gaussian model., the nature of
the emission source and its strength are primary factors.
Work has begun on the development of receptor models based on either.
Bayesian statistics or on some other probability function that can
characterize pollution concentration only in terms of receptor information.
In the future this type of model may find wider applications that the.
source models now in use (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 1974).
8
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I	 Model used to estimate Norfolk area air quality
The Martin-Tikyart . model, entitled the Air Quality Display Model
(ADAM), is the diffusion model used in this analysis. It has been
F	 used by EPA to assess air quality standards for the designated
air control regions in the United States (U.S. Environmental
E r°,	 Protection Agency, 1970).. The basic.equation in the model..
is a slightly modified Gaussian diffusion equation for an elevated,
continuously emitting point source. The calculations have been adjusted
to estimate .long-term average concentrations for multiple polluting
,sources, both point and area sources, under a variety of meteorological
conditions.
Wind direction in the AQDM is assumed to be specified on a 16--point
compass, corresponding to 22.5° sectors. 	 For an averaging period, all
TTind directions within a given sector are assumed to occur with equal chance.
Hourly data are used to calculate the joint frequency distribution
of meteorological conditions. Wind speed is grouped into six classes and
the nature of the atmospheric stability into five classes. These factors
are discussed in a following section and relate directly to characteristics
of the Norfolk area. For a particular combination of meteorological
conditions at an-j, receptor point at distance (p) within a given distance,
the ground-level concentration (X; g/m3 ) due to a point source with
emission rate (Q; g/s) is:
X (p , l , S ) = [2Q[( 2¶)2 az (p , l ) u(S) (21Tp /l6)1expL '(H /az(p,1))211
where u(S) is wind speed (m/s) representative of a wind speed class (S),
H is effective stack height (m), and a z (p,l) is standard deviation (m)
of the vertical concentration distribution (Gaussian) for a ground -
level emission. This expression is a function of the distance (p) from
the source and the atmospheric stability class (1). The model also
includes a time-delay function for SO 22 for which the half life used in
this exercise was 4 hours.
For each receptor location, the model sums the effect of all sources
over a wide range of meteorologic conditions. Modifications are made
60
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for a under certain conditions and effective stack height (H) is determined
Z
in the usual manner. For more detailed information on these two aspects
see Martin (1971). Area sources in the model are treated as a virtual
point source at some distance upwind from the center of the area source
(see figure 15).
In summarizing, the input data consist of pollutant emission source,
source configuration and location, receptor location, and the meteorological
information. output data are listed for each grid and nongrid receptor
specified. The output results are the arithmetic mean of ground level
concentration of either 5Q 2 , or geometric means of particulates, or both;
additional information is supplied for five user-selected receptor sites
or the five maximum receptor sites. The contribution of a given point
or area source to each receptor is indicate "' as a percentage of the total
concentration on the receptor grid, and this information is displayed
by the construction of an isopleth map of the pollution distribution.
The receptor grid used in the Norfolk area consisted of 2.5-km 2 cells;
the nature and rationale for this grid size will be discussed in a later section.
Calibration of the AQDM for a particular area begins with the calibration
of concentration values--3 to 100 values fnr each pollutant studied---at
specified measuring stations. A least-square regression analysis is
conducted between the measured (independent variable) values of pollutant-
concentration.
If the regression line adequately describes a "good"association between
measured and observed values, the model output results are adjusted at
each receptor point according to the parameters calculated from the
regression equation. The "goodness" of the association is determined by
the calculation of a correlation coefficient that is compared to a maximum
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Figure 15--Treatment of point (A) and virtual point for area source
(B and C) diffusion patterns in air quality display model
(AQDM)
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theoretical value that could have resulted due to chance. When the
correlation is termed nonsignificant, the calculated concentration will
be output without adjustment. Because of the lack of sample data, this
correlation procedure was not utilized in this work.
Some words of caution must be expressed concerning the use of this
type of model and the assumption upon which it is based: 1) The model
was originally developed to represent plume behavior from actual point
sources over open, flat terrain for distances of less than a few miles;
the Norfolk area approximates this situation fairly closely, as it is
located on a peninsula with Little relief and the buildings are predominantly
one-story residential complexes. 2)The surface meteorological data often
provide poor characterization of the vertical nature of the lower atmosphere.
3) Emission inventories input to AQDM are subject to compoundable errors
in that the model uses annual average emission figures that may be influenced
by significant diurnal and seasonal variation (TRW Systems Group, 1969,
p. 2-6, 2-7 and A-3).
Norfolk area airflow characteristics
The meteorological factors that influence the dispersion of pollutants
are wind speed and atmospheric stability, i.e., the observed lapse rate.
The effects of turbulence are included in both of these factors. Concentra-
tion at any point downwind is inversely proportional to wind speed, since
increasing the wind speed increases the volume into which the pollutant
is dispersed for a given time period. The observed lapse rate determines
whether vertical motion in the atmosphere will be enhanced or suppressed,
and thus determines the rate of dispersion of pollutants. Both of these
parameters are used as inputs to the AQDM.
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Stability of the atmosphere is classified into five categories
based on the works of Pasquill as found in Turner (1964), who states:
"Stability near the ground is dependent primarily upon net radiation and
wind speed. Without the influence of clouds, insolation (incoming radiation)
during the day is dependent upon solar altitude, which is a function of
time of day and time of year. When clouds exist, their cover and thickness
decreases incoming and outgoing radiation. In this system insolation is
estimated by solar altitude and modified for existing conditions of total
cloud cover and cloud ceiling height. At night, estimates of outgoing
radiation are made by considering cloud cover..." The stability classes
are A) extremely unstable, B) moderately unstable, C) slightly unstable,
D) neutral, and E) slightly stable.
The seasonal and annual wind distribution (direction and speed percentages)
and frequency of Pasquill stability classes have been calculated by the
National Climatic Center, Asheville, North Carolina, (Job 13599) for
Station No. 13750, Norfolk, Virginia, Naval Air Station. On the basis of 24
observations a day from December 1966 to November 1971, it was determined
from Slade and others (1961), that the Naval Air Station (NAS) site gave
4
}
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good representation of the annual and winter wind rose for the greater
Norfolk area. This representativeness and the hourly measurements werei
the overriding considerations in the choice of Norfolk NAS rather than one
of the other three meteorological stations in the area. A slight discrepancy
exists between Norfolk NAS and Oceans. NAS during the winter afternoons--
a small increase in the wind direction from the east and southeast for
Oceana NAS, which is located east of the Norfolk NAS and close to the
Atlantic Ocean.
is
on an annual basis the stability frequency is as follows: 6 percent-$,
12 percent--C, 47 percent-D, and 32 percent-E, which accounts for 97 percent
of all stability occurrences (figure 16). The greater frequency of D and E
stability classes is an apparent anomalous condition for an urban setting.
Stability class C usually predominates in urban areas because the cityscape
provides greater surface roughness, which increases mechanical turbulence,
and because the higher temperature of cities versus rural areas (the
urban heat-island effect) produces more thermal turbulence. The Norfolk
area has more instances of stable conditions because of its geographic
setting. The Norfolk region is situated on a peninsula where the adjacent
water areas decrease both the thermal turbulence caused by the urban heat-
island effect and mechanical turbulence. The latter occurs because the
water has a lower surface roughness (Van der Hoven, 1967).
The wind direction for the annual period is as follows, in decreasing
percentages based, on 16 points of the compass: 1) 10.5 percent-SSW;
2) 9.1 percent-S, and 9.1 percent-N; 3) 7.5 percent-W; and 4) 7.1 percent
from both E and NNE (figure 16). The remaining directions each account
for less than 7 percent. The lowest value is 3 percent from ESE. -The
highest average wind speed was from the N and NNE at 10.2 knots. A 6 percent
incidence of calm was reported.
The winter season (Dec.-Jan.-Feb.) displays slight variations from the
annual situation. The stability class percentages are: 1) 7 percent-C, 2)
58 percent-D, and 3) 31 percent-E (figure 17). A greater percentage of more
stable conditions exists during the winter, as seen in the increase of the
class D and the decrease of the class C. As compared to the annual period,
ri
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Figure 16--Annual stability wind rose, December 1966-November 1971,
Norfolk Naval Air Station
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Figure 17--Winter stability wind rose, December 1966-November 1971,
Norfolk Naval Air Station
the wind directions in winter turn more to the north and west: 1) 13.3
percent-N; 2) 11.2 percent-W; 3) 9.1 percent-SSW; 4) 8.1 percent-NNE;
5) 7.8 percent NNW; 6) 7.5 percent-S; and 7) 7 percent WNW. The remaining
directions each are less than 7 percent; the lowest is 1.6 percent from
the ESE. The highest wind speeds during the winter, 10 to 11 knots, all
come from the NW quadrant. The lowest average speed was 5 knots from the
SE. Six percent calms were reported for the winter period: 1) the
greatest frequency of calms for a given hour occurred at 2200 h; 2) the
greatest frequency of low-level inversion occurred at 0300 GMT when the
wind direction was from the SSW, with fairly comparable percentages through
to the NW; 3) the seasonal frequency of precipitation by wind direction was
primarily from the NNE and N and secondarily from SSW and NNW, but only 11.5
percent of total yearly rainfall occurred during the winter season. Holzworth
(1964) gives afternoon mixing depth of 600 m for Norfolk. This mixing
depth appears to be a very conservative estimate, as Holzworth has
recently updated his analysis to an annual afternoon mixing depth of 1200 m
for the Norfolk area (Holzworth, 1972). This revised value was not
available at the time this experimental study was undertaken.
Selection of grid patterns for estimating pollutant concentrations
Given this diffusion-estimating procedure, atmospheric data, and the
emission inventories described earlier, current and future levels of
sulfur dioxide and particulate concentrations could be calculated for
locations throughout the Norfolk area. To relate this estimate pollution
pattern to patterns of land use and selected points for air quality
sampling, a grid for estimating pollution concentration for receptors
was established. Although the pilot national land use information system
. I
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could provide data at a precision of 4 ha (appi..)ximately 10 acres),
the spatial resolution of this grid was constrained by the estimating of
i
area source emissions inventories at a resolution of 6.25 km 2 or larger.
i	 To remain within the precision of the emissions inventories and the
i
i
I
capabilities of the estimating model itself, researchers detezmined that
attempts to estimate pollution concentrations on a larger scale than
6.25 km2 were not warranted.
E
From the location of point and area source emissions shown in figure 6
I
and the location and density of Land uses to be impacted, a regular receptor
grid of 2.50 km? cells was selected and superimposed on the area source
r
emissions estimating grid at approximately the center of the 6.25 km 2 cells
(figure 18). Because of the distance decay function in the model, locating
the receptor points coincident with emission centroids for point or area
i
sources would have resulted in estimated levels of pollution much higher than
would be expected to occur as pollutants diffuse over the entire area of
a cell. Alternatively, to have randomly offset the grid from area or point
emission sources would have resulted in many clusterings of receptor points,
leaving large areas unevaluated. The 2.50-km density of receptor points was
extended into the 10--, 25-, and 100--km 2
 grid cells to estimate how these
rapidly developing lower density cells are currently being impacted. In
3
addition, a set of receptor points was specifically placed coincident with
i
the location of existing air quality sampling stations indicated in figure
i
14. The same grid was used for future estimation.
Norfolk land use and estimated air pollutant concentration patterns
j^
On the basis of the estimated emissions inventories and receptor grid,
!	 the air pollutant concentration estimating program, ADQU, of the Air Quality
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Implementation Planning Program was used to estimate 1972 annual, winter 1971--72
and 1985 annual concentrations of sulfur dioxide and suspended particulates
t	 throughout the Norfolk area (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 1970).
Figures 19-24 present the estimated spatial, patterns. Table 5 is an example of
i
the data produced by the AQDM program used to produce these figures. Table
i 6, another example of the programs output, gives point and area source
'.	 E
contributions to receptor points having high concentrations and suggests
emission reductions necessary to achieve the desired air quality. The
program also produces an estimate of the contribution of each point and
area source at selected receptor points (table 7). Evaluation of control
strategies and implementation plans is based on these data and their
relation to specific patterns of Norfolk area land use.
Although the area's air quality sampling program was not yet fully
operational, the range of annual and winter sulfur dioxide and suspended
particulate samples drawn at selected stations are shown in figures 19, 20,
22, and 23 (Commonwealth of Virginia, 1972b). These initial values are based
on a limited number of samples, many of which were subject to modification
in sampling procedures during the start-up period of the sampling system.
These measured pollution values, however, generally reflect the estimated
	
C	 concentrations of sulfur dioxide and suspended particulates, suggesting that
these.model estimates are not unreasonable given the assumptions built into
r. 1) the emissions inventories, and 2) the use of an airflow pattern for the
	
^w.	 Norfolk Naval Air Station. The large discrepancy between 1972 sampled and
h	
estimated levels for the.sampling station in cell 103 appears to result froma
extensive construction occurring immediately adjacent to the sampling station
3 .
	during the previous yeax.and.by
 the station's proximity to an expressway and
an asphalt plant,  all of which tend to be averaged out in the cell's area
emissions inventory.
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iTable 5.--Estimates of concentration of pollutants over receptors.
Region: Norfolk Area (Annual) 	 Date: 5 October 1972
RECEPTOR CONCENTRATION r.-,TA
Receptor Location Expected Arithmetic Mean
Receptor (kilometers) (micrograms/cubic meter)
Humber 11oriz	 Vert S02	 Part
1 371.2 4061.2 5.2 8.8
2 371.2 4063.7 6.9 10.1
3 371.2 4066.2 6.6 11.8
4 371.2 4068.7 6.8 14.0
5 371.2 4071.2 6.7 16.5
6 371.2 4073.7 6.2 19.4
7 371.2 4076.2 5.6 20.4
8 371.2 4078.7 5.8 19,6
9 371.2 4081.2 6.1 19.4
10 371.2 4083.7 6.8 1€.7
11 371.2 4086.2 8.0 17.6
12 371.2 4088.7 5.2 16.8
13 373.7 4061.2 5.5 9.2
14 373.7 4063.7 7.2 10.6
15 373.7 4066.2 7.8 12.4
16 373.7 4068.7 8.4 15.5
17 373.7 4071.2 8.1 18.3
18 373.7 4073.7 7.1 22.4
19 373.7 4076.2 7.3 24.1
20 373.7 4078.7 7.3 22.4
21 373.7 4081.2 7.5 23.0
22 373.7 4083.7 7.3 21.7
23 373.7 4086.2 7.7 20.5
24 373.7 4088.7 6.2 19.7
25 376.2 4061.2 6.5 9.6
26 376.2 4063.7 7.5 11.3
27 376.2 4066.2 9.6 13.6
28 376.2 4068.7 11.3 17.2
29 376.2 4071.2 10.•3 21.5
30 376.2 4073.7 8.6 27.0
31 376.2 4076.2 9.9 29.6
32 376.2 4078.7 9.6 28.2
33 376.2 4081.2 9.9 28.2
34 376.2 4083.7 9.2 26.4
35 376.2 4086.2 8.9 24.9
36 376.2 4088.7 7.6 23.2
37 378.7 4061.2 8.3 10.4
38 378.7 4063.7 9.7 12.1
39 378.7 4066.2 11.4 15.0
40 378.7 4068.7 12.9 19.7
3
i
Table 6.--Example of estimates of point and area source contributions and
recommended reduction programs for selected receptor points.
Region: Norfolk Area (Annual)	 Date: 5 October 1972
PARTICULATE POLLUTANT CONCENTRATIONS ABOVE STANDARD OF 75.00 MICROGRAMS PER CUBIC METER
POLLUTANT CONCENTRATION (MICROGRAMS PER CUBIC METER) POLLUTANT REDUCTION (PERCENT)
RECEPTOR
arithmetic Excess Above Contribution Contribution Necessary NecessaryNUMBER Mean Air Quality from Point From Area For Point For All
Concentration Standard Sources Sources Sources Sources
55 315.7824 240.7824 306.8246 8.9579 78.4756 76.2495
92 164.3243 89.3243 148.9439 15.3804 59.9718 54.3586
236 155.5200 80,5200 150.3055 5.2144 53.5709 51.7747
91 125.3193 50.3193 114.4099 10.9095 43.9816 40.1529
67 104.8958 29.8958 94.9697 9.9262 31.4793 28.5005
139 92.5805 17.5805 88.0405 4.5400 19.9687 18.9894
93 89.6757 14.6757 53.5763 36.0994 27.3922 16.3653
200 83.1145 8.1145 80.0613 3.0531 10.1353 9.7630
66 77.5693 2.5693 69.7026 7.8668 3.6861 3.3123
233 75.7201 .7201 60.7036 15.0165 1.1862 .9510
80 75.2046 .2046 50.2716 14.9330 .3395 .2721
80
Table 7 .--Estimates of percent of total contribution of specific sourcesto selected receptor estimating points
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The emissions inventory for particulates included both settleable
and suspended material. Using Virginia State Air Pollution Control
Board registration and initial inventory records, no way could be devised
for estimating the percentage of suspended particulates in total emission
and no definite information could be obtained on the rate at which settleable
materials dropped out from different types and heights of sources. Most
settleable materials, however, are assumed to drop out within a distance
j
of 2 km from source locations. The initial operation of background
i
sampling stations within the Norfolk area suggested that a suspended
3
particulate background level of approximately 40 mg /m3 might exist
because of salt spray from the ocean, erosion, of exposed sand, and
agricultural practices. This estimated background level of suspended
particulates was not included in the model run. The near correspondence
between levels of estimated and sampled suspended particulates may reflect
a trade off between the loss of settleable particulates and the addition
of suspended background matter in the sample values.
Sulfur dioxide concentraticr.s.---Figures 19, 20, anct 21 show the
estima'_ Fad distribution of annual 1972, winter 1971-72, and annual 1985
sulfur dioxide concentrations and relate them to the distributions and
levels of emissions from specific point sources and high employment
areas in figures 8, 9, and 10, and to the patterns of annual and winter air-
flow in figures 16 and 17. According to these estimates, the area most
impacted by sulfur dioxide on an annual basis is the Naval Amphibious
Base at Little Creek, in Virginia Beach east of Norfolk. This high estimate
is partly a function of the location of a receptor estimating point
i
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nearly coincident with the point of emission. The powerplant's low stack
suggests high levels may exist in the immediate vicinity. All other
receptor locations are estimated to be below the national and State 	 !
primary standards of 80 mgjm3 . This area appears to be influenced by the
incinerator and other area and point sources in cells 100 and 101 (figure 18).
W.;:ater patterns indicated in figure 20 reflect the greater frequency
of winds from the northwest quadrant. The effect of increased space
heating throughout central Norfolk and Portsmouth and in Virginia Beach
near Oceana Naval Air Station (figure 14) is evident. The estimates
suggest that primary and secondary standards for sulfur dioxide are
exceeded throughout these high-density residential areas.
The estimated future pattern in figure 21 indicates that, given
current control plans and rules for point sources, secondary and primary
standards for sulfur dioxide may continue to be exceeded in central
Norfolk and in the Little Creek area to the east. Elsewhere, anticipated
future levels and patterns of sulfur dioxide emissions from the development
of residential and other area sources are not expected to seriously
deteriorate the region's air quality.
Suspended particulate concentration s.----Figures 22-24 show estimated
distribution of annual 1972, winter 1971-72, and annual 1985 suspended
particulate concentrations. The broader patterns of high concentrations
for particulates than for sulfur dioxide reflect the more ubiquitous
contribution to particulate emissions from construction and general.
industrial and ^:ommercial activities throughout the Norfolk area
(figures 5, 6, and 11-13).
L1`
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In view of the problem of mixing settleable and suspended particulates 	 j
t,	 in the estimated emission inventory, these particulate patterns suggest
that the national and State primary and secondary standards of 75 and 60 	 j
P/m3 , respectively, are regularly exceeded in central Norfolk and
Portsmouth. Current sampling values tend to confirm this, and it
appears that point sources are the main contributors to these levels 	 '.^•'
(see table 4 and figure 11).
The distribution and level of winter values reflect prevailing winds
and increased space heating throughout the area. Large areas of residential
land use in central Norfolk and Portsmouth and selected areas of Virginia
Beach are estimated to be affected by concentrations above primary air
quality standards.
On the basis of current control programs, 1985 Levels of suspended
particulates are estimated to exceed secondary standards throughout central
Norfolk and Portsmouth and in certain areas of Virginia Beach. Existing
point sources rather than anticipated 1985 area sources are the major
t:	 contributors in this estimate (table 4 and figure 13). These estimates
suggest the need for unproved procedures for estimating and sampling suspended
particulate emissions and natural background levels to determine whether
modifications in current rules and implementation plans may be needed.
The Virginia State. Air Pollution Control Board adopted an emissions
control strategy for sulfur dioxide and suspended particulates in the
Norfolk area. The implementation plan focused on local action to control
1	 1	 I	 I	 I!	 I.
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point sources. Adoption of this strategy and plan were certainly
reasonable, given the time available for planning and the information
available on the distribution of emission sources and receptor land uses,
the level of emissions, the pattern of airflows, and the measured
concentration of pollutants.
Using data from the pilot national land use information system, this
more detailed analysis of the amount and distributions of pollutants in
the area indicates that the board's initial air quality planning was
sound. Distribution patterns of sulfur dioxide and suspended particulate
concentrations, estimated using an adequate diffusion model and the best
available airflow data, suggest that current and future concentrations
are most affected by point source emissions. Given the levels of
space heating and mobile source emissions expected for the type of
low-density development anticipated for the area, this analysis suggests
that current point source control programs may not achieve required
standards. If additional reduction is required or desired, it is estimated
that the greatest impact could be achieved through emission controls
affecting institutional. (military and municipal.) land uses. Change in
these land uses would most benefit land users in older areas of Norfolk
and Portsmouth (figure 5).
This use of the uncalibrated AQDM provides the Leans for rapidly
estimating impacts of alternative Locations for new point or
area emissions sources. Pollutant concentration levels estimated
in this study suggest that new high emission sources should be
encouraged to locate argay from existing areas of high pollutant concen-
tration. Further experimentation using the model should suggest sizes of
i
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compatible buffer land uses or alternate mixes of uses that could improve
diffusion characteristics.
With an adequate sampling program the model can be calibrated to
predict more accurately the area's pollutant concentration-levels.
According to the Virginia's State Air Pollution Control Board
Implementation Plan (Commonwealth of Virginia, 1972a), only the sampling
stations in cells 70, 74, and 103 were planned to reflect the area's
population concentrations. The land use and emission concentration dis-
tribution estimated in this study suggest the need for a wider dispersion
of particulate sampling stations into cells 101, 106, and 1039 and of sulfur
`
	
	
dioxide sampling stations into cells 60, 87, 99, 110, 117, 123, and 128.
Sampling programs in these and other cells have been undertaken by the
E
board to confirm the validity of these estimated concentrations and to
r'. provide a basis for improved estimates. Past trends in land use change
supplied by the pilot system, and future change anticipated by local
planners suggest the need for greater detail in the board's area source
emissions estimating grid to the east and south of the existing set of
E	 6.25 km2 cells. (figure 5). Improvement in future area source emission
L
f	 estimates could be achieved by recording the types of fuels to be used
`	 in large subdivisions as they are developed in each grid cell. In
addition, computerizing traffic flow data and matching it with the location
of specific land use densities in various grid cells could speed up and
`^`	 improve the detail, of area source emission estimates.
.	 Given the. physical setting affecting Norfolk area airflow and
i
the pattern of developed and anticipated land use, only minor modifications
I
-	
in the current emissions control strategy and implementation plan ere
suggested by this study utilizing detailed land use information.
ti
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OF NATIONAL LAND USI
AIR QUALITY PLANNIIi
If fully operational on a nationwide basis, the pilot national land
use information system would offer air quality planners a number of
services and advantages. It can provide air planners with statistics
on rates of change in level II or specially interpreted Level III Land
uses as a basis for predicting future emissions $nventories. For
updating area emissions inventories and other uses, the system could
provide statistics of perimeter and density of land use by area emission
estimating cell or other areal unit.
Statistics could be provided for individual land uses or a combination
of them, depending on the needs of the planner. This information would
be compatible with computerized traffic counts, with information on
changing space heating characteristics, and with other information sources
available to local air D lanners.
The system could also provide a range of graphic plots of land use
statistics to be used with overlays showing pollution concentrations.
In developing State, regional and local emissions inventories, costs could
be reduced by centralized computing, based on a State or regional agency
assessing information generated by various continuous air pollutant
source registration and permit systems, along with data from the pilot
system, from local census, and from building and traffic flow records.
For example, emission estimates supplied by the States to the National
Emissions Data System of the Environmental Protection Agency can be
used to cross check locations and other data in the national land use
information system. Similarly, air quality sampling data for local jurisdictirns
E.^	
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could be correlated with estimated measured emissions and land use
patterns to provide a check on governmental sampling programs (U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency, 1971). With a national land use
information system supporting these capabilities, as changes in air quality
standards or emission rules are proposed, their.impact on land.use can
more easily be evaluated..
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